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ABSTRACT
A skindiving survey was conducted from January through
December 1972 to estimate number of divers, diving days,
hourly effort and animals taken from Pismo Beach to Oregon.
Comparisons were made with esti~tes of the 1960 skindiving
survey. A total of 15,030 divers was interviewed at 33
locations from Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County, to the
Oregon border. The number of ind~v1dual divers increased
from 2,200 in 1960 to 11,800 in 1972. Diving days increased
from 37,782 to 95,194. Over 50% of all diving was in the
MOnterey - Carmel area. Most diving hours were spent in
training, followed by abalone diving, -observing, spearfish-
ing, and photography. Totals of 82,174 abalones and 24,089
fishes were taken. Lingcod were the most abundant fish
speared followed by blue rockfish and cabezon.Spearfishing
dropped significantly in effort since 1960 and training and
observing greatly increased. The take of abalones, urchins,
crabs, and clams virtually disappeared from Point Estero to
Seaside, the foraging range of the sea otter. The number
of abalones taken increased outside the sea otter's range.
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INTRODUCTION
The ~tate of CAlifornta is, respons~ble for regulating, protecting,
enhancing, and assess±~g the potential take of mArine resources. In 1960
the Marine Resources, Operation~ unit of the'Department conducted an assess-
ment survey (Miller and Gotshall, 1965) of all fishing methods from Pt.
Arguello to Oregon (Dingell Johnson Federal Aid Project F12R). In 1972
skindiving was reas'sessed from Pismo Beach to Oregon as part of the object-
ives of the Central California 'Marine Sportfish Survey, Dingell Johnson
Project F25R. This survey was undertaken to determine trends of skindiving
activities and catch to better evaluate overall sportfishing activity by
determining the impact of spearfishing on inshore sportfish stocks.
The objectives of this assessment survey are:
1. To estimate total effort, in diving days and hours, for SCUBA
and freediving activities. The principal activities were spear-
fishing, abalone diving, photography, observing, training, clam-
ming, miscellaneous invertebrate collecting (invertebrates other
than abalone and Pismo clam), fish collecting (non-edible marine
fish for research or aquaria), jade collecting, algae collecting,
shipwreck searching, research, and commercial diving (work).
2. To estimate total catch and effort of SCUBA diving and freediving
for each of 33 sampling units for fishes, abalones, sea urchins,
clams, crabs, and other invertebrates.
3. To record length composition of all fish species sampled.
4. To compare the 1972 results with results of the 1960 skindiving
survey.
METHODS
The study area, Pismo Beach to Oregon, encompassed more than 700 miles
of CalUbrnia's coastline. Sampling units were chosen to include all skin-
diving access areas except for turbid or relatively inaccessible areas
rarely used. Each sampling unit was limited to an area that could be
covered throughout the day. The sampling day extended from about 9 A.M.
until the time when all divers had left the water. All divers present
were interviewed in each unit sampled. Nighttime diving was not sampled
and is thus not included in this study.
Sampling dates for each unit were chosen on a mechanically random
system in which each unit was surveyed at least once and as many as four
times each month. Catch and effort parameters, were computed for each
sampling unit by month. Monthly totals for all units were summed by county
boundaries, and the county totals were summed to arrive at totals for the
entire study area.
(5)
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Diving logs· required by the Department of farka and Recreation for skin-
divers utilizing Point Lobos State Reserve for 1972 were given to us for
analysis. In addition, we sent volunteer diving log forms to several organ~
ized diving clubs for records of their overall skindiving ,activities throughout
California and out of state.
Location, date, and weather conditions were noted for each sample. All
divers were interviewed for length of time in water, activities pursued, and
animals or objects, brought ashore were listed, Divers were also asked how
many dives they had participated in during the past 2 week,s and if they be-
longed to an organized diving club. Total lengths of all fish speared were
recorded on a plastic sheet sampling board. These length :frequency data are
not included in this analysis. All species of fish and invertebrates were
tabulated and were analyzed by each, sampling unit. All data were grouped
by freediving and SCUBA categories, and under freedivtng, into competition
and noncompetition categories.
The 33 sampling units by county (Figure 1) were: Pismo Beach, Shell
Beach, Avila skiff, Montana de Oro State Park, Morro Bay, Cayucos to Pt.
Estero, and Cambria to Pt. Piedras Blancas in San Luis Obis,po County; Ragged
Point to Yankee Pt., San Jos'e Beach, Carmel beaches, Asilomar to west of
Lover's Point, Lover's Point, Cannery Row, Coast Guard Breakwater, and
Monterey skiff and partyboat in MOnterey County; Santa Cruz Harbor skiff,
Santa Cruz to south of Ana Nuevo State Reserve in Santa Cruz County; Pigeon
Point, and north of Pigeon Point to Pacifica in San Mateo County; Tomales
Point and Dillon Beach in Marin County; Bodega Head to Russian Gulch, Fort
Ross State Historical Monument to Ocean Cove, Salt Point State Park, and
north of Salt Point to Gualala River in Sonoma County; Gualala River to
Point Arena, Albion skiff, Van Damme State Park, Heeser Drive, Russian Gulch
State Park, Caspar to Fort Bragg, and MacKerricher Beach State Park to Rock-
port in Mendocino County; Shelter Cove to Eureka, and Eureka to Oregon in
Humboldt and Del Norte counties.
GENERAL RESULTS
In 1960, 2,996 interviews were made for 8.0% of th,e total estimated
37,782 diving days expended. In 1972, 15,030 interviews were conducted'
for a 15.8% sample of the estimated total 95,19.4 diving days'. The 1972
sampling program was more intensive than tn 1960 to insure gathering sig-
nificant information on the effects of foraging habits of sea otters in
Monterey and San Luis Obispo counties, and to collect supplemental data
on life histories of several important sport species.
Skindiving is becoming one of central and northern California's more
important water contact s'ports. Th,e increas,e'of from 2,200 to 2,700 indi-
vidual divers utilizing the area from Pt. Arguello to Oregon in 1960 to
11,800 individual divers in 1972 represents an increaSe of around five
times' (4.3-5.4) the' number of divers over the 12 year period. There was
an increase of about 250% in diving days expended since 1960, from 37,782
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FIGURE 1. Sample area of the 1972 skindiver assessment survey from Pt.
conception to the Oregon Border.
•diving dayB to 95,194 1£1 1912. Total diving da)<<:i '.~'; I:'~ '~:';'IP1"'r::~ ••e~-:h
to Oregon illL1LtJ~: tJ9.71.5 diving days estimated t"" dj,~ :.' :""'3-1::,;; lL'"11ts;
3,549 diving days expended 1n Pt. Lobas State ReGdC' . ; j 18 ,!ay~ Jy r~B'aYch
divers in Hopkins Mctrlne Life Refuge; 366 divlng, .lay:.- 11)' n ':;'ar.tF811C uf Fish
and Game bi.ologists conducting research; 1.169 nridit'i,ma! J1V':l,f'~ dftyti esti-
mated for Humboldt. and Del Norte counties; and 211 d11/1o s Jay __ C!xpended in
competition Ji,vi.ng not incluJed in the sampliu& pYvf;.d.hL £ltl:::lc toLals yield
95,194 div.!.ng days for 1972, but if all night divfug dLht .il J1l6 at several
lightly used dl:CeSS areas not sampled were includt':d, tht'! tolal ul:ving ddyS
were probably around 100, 000 for 1972 from Pismo Bea.:,£-. to Ore~ln.
There an;~ Lflany x-ed,;:lOUl:> fur this d'camatic: 11u:.', CO",. J,n d: f", l. wrddl sur--
passes all olber spvltfi.tihlng tl.'ends in this be~tJ'JIL (,1 tll,= C:'J('J;:;L (Miller
and Odemar, 1968). One factor is that there are mor~ d~ceS8 areas nowavai1-
able in Federal, StaLe, and County parks. There 0180 dre ,UOLe a~CESs areas
following the divi:slon and development of previoubly indc .....essiLle large land
holdings; alt.hou~h in some instances private lands Pl~VjOUSJ,y upeu to the
public are now closed tel publie access, and in SOUlt: l',a",~::; i<":I.:eclS f~es are
now being levied where treC' dc"ess was formerl)' dlj",,,,,,.!.
Larger, l:>i:1rt::1 pau,He bOi1llis lluw facilitate I" ilJL,hJVLi UL l,,-e\liously
inaccessible rugged cliff area::; several miles elt.be; ",Ide of all access area.
New advances in diving equipment and readily aVdU"bJ", t>k1L"l.1.vl,.~ supplies
and cumpres:;ed .,.1J has enabled more people over d !;"L'g<::( dt <::d tli Lake part
in this SpO'LL. [t.,:re.d:-lc.d use of pa['tyboats and I:>ldft" il]HlI hd~ [.:Jcilitated
access to previ0udly jna~ esslble areas.
There 15 11l'l'eo,o:ed inteLCbt in underwat,er ut",:L'''' jut.::> 1L.' II:.-allsts
who enjoy OboeI'Jttq", (·oJ.lecting, and photograpld\ b L:.. L1 j,,\" "6...l,.1,::;ill:,. 5ume
of these ecnlotiL.:Jlly orlellted 'lilderwater natural}::;!.:; ,,-.Jlt:i,,\ 1. i",seaLdl as
a hobby or mainl<..tIn Salt. waleI' aqua'l'ia. The inL:,'cao:> J l1dc ...:.:,;l ILlobSE:TV-
ing and phot:ography is one uf the principal reaSunti \,OJ SCUBA 111 ving has
increased at a faster rate than freediving.
SCUBA ef f" IT con l c1.bu ted LO 21. 6% of the tota J oj k hLdi"J J IllS hou:i::S ex-
pended in 1960, but accounted for 50.7% of total hours io 1972 (Table 1),.
SCUBA diving days made up 57.5% of the total diving days in 1~/2. We are
presently in a period of relat:Lvely high economlc dfflueilce in whIch ex-
pensive SCUBA gear has become available to more iJ~o i,J e. K.e.~'1.ed tional
vehicles now available to more people have resulted In "upt:ning up" areas
along the more rugged, cool northern California coas t1 ine to year-,round
skindiving d,ctivity.
SCUBA divers averaged 1.34 hours per day's dive compared to 1.75 hours
per day for freedivers, and because of the increase tn SCUBA effort in
relation to freediving there was an overall decline in the average time
spent per day for all skindivers, from 1. 68 in 1960 to l.51 huurs per dive
in 1972 (Table 1). Another reason for the shorter diving day was the dis-
proportionately large amount of SCUBA time spent by new trainees. In 1960
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about 10% of SCUBAactiv±ty was for training, whereas in 1972,37.5% of SCUBA
time was training by new· divers (Fi'gure 2). Freediving training time in-
creased from about 5% in 1960 to about 24% in 1972. Since about a third of
the divers interviewed in 1972 were new first year divers it would appear,
under these trends, that there will soon be exceptionally large numbers of
divers frequenting popular access areas', s'everal of which are now crowded.
However, there is a number (actual percentage not known) of new divers each
year completing a diving course that will not continue to dive or will dive
only a few days each year. This is further illustrated in the fact that
while there are approximately 250,000 certified divers (Don Ferrin, Marina,
pers. commun.) from Pismo Beach to Oregon, we estimated 11,800 from our sur-
vey. The average number of days spent in the water by a diver per year
declined from 17 days in 1960 to 8 days in 1972.
Training was s·o disproportionately extensive in Monterey County (Table
2) that this activity was the primary hourly category for the entire survey,
even though abalone diving was the highest hourly effort in each of the other
eight counties. For SCUBA and freediving combined, of the total 136,816
diving hours expended (Table 1), training was' the primary activity (30.1%)
followed by abalone diving (25.5%), observing (21.0%) and spearfishing (18.4%).
The remaining nine activities amounted to only 5.1% of the total effort. In
1960 spearfishing contributed to 51.2% of the total effort compared to 18.4%
in 1972. This decline in spearfishing interest was unexpected and represents
a significant change in skindiving activities. The reasons for this change
in activity are difficult to relate because there was a varying degree of
spearftshing activity between counties with relatively more spearfishing
time expended in San Luis Obispo ·County but less in the other counties. Ex-
cept possibly for Cannery Row, Monterey County, the decline in fishing effort
was not due to a depletion of fish stocks as catch-per-hour values for fish-
ing actually increased for both SCUBA and freediving from 1960 to 1972. For
SCUBA and freediving combined the 1960 catch-per-hour was 0.68 compared to
0.98 fish-per-hour in 1972.
SCUBA Activity Trends
In 1960, 21.6% of skindiving hours was with use of SCUBA compared ~o
50.7% of total diving hours in 1972. SCUBA divers participated in 14 activ-
ities (Table 1) with training, observing, and spearfishing the primary
activities in 1972. The priority of activities changed radically since
1960 when spearf1shing accounted for 62.9% of the total SCUBA hours expended
(Figure 2), followed by observing (18.6%), training (10.0%), and abalone
diving (3.5%). In 1972 training was first (37.5% of the total diving hours)
followed by observing (27.5%), spearfishing (22.9%), and photography (5.6%)
(Table 1). The increase in SCUBA training and reduction in relative import-
ance of spearfishing from 1960 to 1972 are the principal trends evident
from the 1972 survey.
Monterey County access areas were the favorite diving locations of
SCUBA divers who spent 69.2% of their total diving day's at Monterey County
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beaches (Tables,' 3 and, 4]. The highest SCUBA df'ving days. for any sampling
unit was at San Jose' Beach, 'Monterey County',' where 19.3%' of all SCUBA activ-
ity was expended' (Table 3). Access areas next of importance for SCUBA divers
were Coas,t Guard" Breakwater (14.2% of all SCUBA effort), Cannery Row (13.2%),
Lover's Point (9.7%), Monterey skiff (5.9%), and Carmel River Beach (5.2%),
all in Monterey County. The next most important SCUBA diving area was at
Fort Ross State His,torieal Monument, where 5.1% of all SCUBA effort was ex-
pended. Assuming th,e 3,549 diving days expended :tn Pt. Lobos State Reserve
were mostly SCUBA effort, about 28% of all SCUBA diving of the total survey
was expended in Carmel Bay in 1972.
Of the 15,588 fish (Table 5) speared by SCUBA divers in 1972 (compared
to 6,623 fish in 1960), lingcod was the most commonly taken fish followed
by cabezon, blue rockfish, striped surfperch, black rockfish, and kelp green-
ling (Table 5, Figure 3). In all, 41 species were recorded in the 1972 SCUBA
catch compared to 26 species in 1960. The highest SCUBA spearfishing effort
(9,316 hours) was in Monterey County; however, the greatest number of fish
speared (5,544) was in San Luis Obispo County (Table 6).
In 1972 a total of 6,382 red abalone and 40 black abalone was taken by
SCUBA divers from Yankee Point, Monterey County, southward (Table 6). Of
this total only 50 red abalone were taken in Monterey County with the re-
mainder taken south of the sea otter's range from Cayucos to Pismo Beach.
In 1960, 1,670 red abalone were taken by SCUBA divers in this same area.
Outside the sea otter's range where SCUBA diving is allowed for take of
abalone (Cayucos to Pismo Beach), more abalones were taken in 1972, but no
abalones were sampled in 1972 in the area from Cambria to Pt. Piedras B1an-
cas (Figure 4), where the highest abalone per hour values were recorded for
the entire study area in 1960.
Invertebrates other than abalones taken by SCUBA divers included Pismo
clams, red and rock crabs, and sea urchins (Table 7). Again, the majority
of these animals were taken outside the sea otter's range.
Freediving Activity Trends
Most freediving activity (Table 1) was spent abalone diving (47.7% nf
the total freediving hours) followed by training (22.6%), observing (14.2%),
and spearfishing (13.8%). Spearfishing contributed to 48.0% of freediving
time in 1960 demonstrating a marked decline in this activity in 1972 (Figure
2). Abalone diving increased from 38.4% of hours expended in 1960 to 47.7%
in 1972. MOst of this increased abalone effort was from Santa Cruz north
with Sonoma County accounting for over 50% of all £reediving abalone effort
in the survey.
Of 8,501 fish speared by freedivers in 1972, 6,515 were in noncompeti-
tion diving and 1,986 were taken during organized club competition dives
(Table 5). In 1960 about 15,000 fish were taken by freedivers, demonstrat-
ing a major decline in freediving spearfishfng~ The highest freediving
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effort was in 'MOnterey County (2,594.7 hours), but the most fish speared
(2, 760) was in Sonoma County (Table 8). Competition freediving spearfish-
ing also declined, In 1960, 2,392 fish were s'peared by fr·eediving compe-
tition divers, but dropped to 1,986 in 1972', Competition freedivers speared
11.07% of the grand total of fish speared in 1960, but th::is percentage
dropped to 8.76% of the grand total in 1972. As in SCUBA diving, lingcod
was the most frequently speared fish for competition and lloncompetition
freedivers combined, contributing to 23.0% of the freediv:lng catch, followed
by black rockfish (12.0%) and blue rockfish. (11.2%). In a.1l, 33 species
were taken by freedivers in 1972 compared to 40 species r~~corded in 1960.
Noncompetitive freedivers brought ashore 82,589 invertebrates of which
75,792 were red abalone. In 1960, 52,000 red abalone wer~:~ taken by free-
divers.
M08t freediving effort was expended in Sonoma County (35.7% of the
total freediving hours), followed by Monterey County (21.0%), and Mendo-
cino County (16.75%).
Four competition spearfishing dives were surveyed in the study area
in 1972. Two dives were held at Anchor Bay, and one each at Fort Ross State
Historical Monument and Van Damme State Park. A total of 217 divers ex-
pended 704 hours in these competition meets for an average of 3.24 hours
per day. A total of 1, 986 fish was speared for an averagE;~ catch-per-hour
of 2.82 fish. For comparison, the catch-per...,hour of noncc:>mpetition free-
divers was 0.76 fish-per-hour in 1972. By numbers, black rockfish, blue
rockfish, lingcod, kelp greenling, and cabezon were the most sought after
fish.
Abalone Diving
Abalone diving was the major skindiving activity in eight of the nine
counties surveyed with 47.7% of freediving time and 3.7% of SCUBA time ex-
pended on this activity.
Over 70% of abalone diving hours were expended north of San Francisco
where 79.2% of the total red abalone were landed. The cOllnty with the most
abalone diving hours was Sonoma County, with 46.9% of the total abalone
hours expended. A total of 46,629 red abalone (Table 9), 56.7% of the total
catch, was taken in Sonoma County. Abalone catch-per-hour values by county
demonstrate a decrease in each county since 1960, especially in Monterey and
San Luis Obispo counties where abalone populations have bE:~en depleted within
the sea otter range by sea otter predation. In 'Monterey County, 11.6% of
freediving time was spent abalone diving in 1960 whereas' in 1972 only 0.25%
of all diving hours in Monterey County were expended searching for abalones.
'Most central California divers knew abalones were not avatlable in Monterey
County and no longer came to this area for abalone diving.,
County catch-per-hour values (Tables 10 and 11) indic~~ate red abalone
stocks are now being harvested to the degree that the takE:~ is having an
- 15 -
effect upon the ~b~lone stock$. ~ese va~uea also indicate red abalone
stocks are continuing to yield a large number of animAls ~nnual1y on a
sustained yield basta. Catch-per~hour values are declining as the take
is increasing and in the future it will take a longer time on the average
to collect a limit at the. more heavily utilized areas. The lowest catch-
per-hour values outside of Monterey County were recorded in Santa Cruz and
San Mateo counties, indicating heavy utilization; however, about the same
number of red abalone were taken annually (Figure 5 and Table 2) in 1960
and 1972, indicating that the maximum yield has probably been reached along
this section of the coastline. Areas of greatest potential for increased
take of red abalone are Mendocino and Humboldt counties. By month abalone
catch-per-hour values do not show a steady decline from the beginning of
the season (Table 12) to the end of the year as was clearly evident in the
shorepicking data (Table 13). These data suggest subtidal abalone stocks
are not being fully utilized as yet and that the intertidal abalone stocks
are being fully exploited.
An increase was recorded in the percent of hourly effort freediving
for abalone in relationship to the total county hourly effort in Santa Cruz
and San ~~tco C0unties (64.0% in 1960 aud 69.6% in 1972), and in Marin,
Sonoma, and Mendocino counties (54.0% in 1960 and 68.7% in 1972). A de-
crease was reco~ded in the percent of hourly effort freediving and SCUBA
diving for abalone in relationship to total county hourly efforts in San
Luis Obispo County (74.5% in 1960 and 33.3% in 1972) and in Monterey County
(11.6% in 1960 to 0.2% in 1972).
Other Invertebrates
Sea urchins, red and reck crabs, Pismo clam, abalone jingles, mussels,
moon snail, and starfishes comprised most of the other invertebrates (Table
7). About 98% of all edible invertebrates other than red abalone were taken
from Santa Cruz north and from Cambria south, outside the sea otter's range.
Fifty-four rock scallops out of the total 346 landed were taken within the
sea otter's range. Even though 36.7% of the entire time expended collecting
invertebrates other than abalones in 1972 was within the range of the sea
otter (Cayucos to Seaside), only 2.1% of the edible invertebrates other than
abalones were taken in this area (Figure 6 and Table 7). However, it may be
mentioned here that Jim Wade, Department of Fish and Game patrol officer sta-
tioned at Monterey, reports black abalone, a few red abalone, and lnussels are
still being harvested by shorepickers from the upper intertidal zone within
the sea otter's range in Monterey County.
The largest number of invertebrates, excluding abalones and comnlercially
harvested starfishes, were recorded from San Luis Obispo County. This area
alone accounted for 26.2% of sea urchins, 94.7% of red and rock crabs, all
moon snails and Pismo clams, and 28.1% of the remaining invertebrates.
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RESULTS BY COUNTY
San Luis Obispo County
In 1972 a total of 9,942 diving days was estimated in this area, com-
pared to 2,300 total diving days in 1960. Most SCUBA diving in 1960 was for
abalone with spearfishing and training secondary. In 1972, abalone diving
was still the highest hourly activity, with spearfishing second, observing
third, training fourth, and collecting invertebrates (clams, crabs, sea
urchins) fifth (Appendix 1,1 and Appendix 11,1-7).
Freedivers in 1960 spent most of their time in quest of abalones (74.5%
of the total county effort) while spearfishing, observing, and training were
of lesser importance (Table 2). In 1972, freedivers spent 28% of their time
spearfishing and only 27% of their time abalone diving, followed by observing
(19%) and training (16%).
Freedivers spent 1,508 hours abalone diving, taking 1,851 red abalone,
for a catch-per-hour of 1.23. The take of 207 black abalone estimated in
1972 throughout the study area were from Morro Bay south. In addition,
94.7% of all crabs, all Pismo clams, and all abalone jingles were taken
in this area. This area is unique in the survey as SCUBA diving is also
allowed for abalone. The highest catch-per-hour (4.05 abalone per hour)
for SCUBA divers taking abalone was by divers working out of Avila on skiffs.
SCUBA and freedivers combined spent 479.8 hours Pismo clamming, taking 3,322
clams, for a catch-per-hour of 6.92 clams; spent 278.4 hours crabbing, tak-
ing 1,585 crabs, for a catch-per-hour of 5.96 crabs; and took 207 black
abalone, 137 rock scallop, 519 sea urchins, 45 starfishes, 191 abalone
jingles, and 25 moon snail.
SCUBA divers speared 322 of the 352 fish taken in San Luis Obispo County
in 1960. Dominant among these were black surfperch, pile surfperch, blue
rockfish, and black rockfish. In 1972, SCUBA divers took 5,544 of the 6,814
fish speared. Dominant among these were lingcod, cabezon, blue rockfish,
pile surfperch, and black surfperch. Lingcod contributed to 24.6% of the
total fish speared in this county in 1972, but did not appear in the 1960
sample. Fish which were taken only from this 'area include: white surfperch,
plainfin midshipman, leopard shark, California halibut, silver surfperch,
starry flounder, giant sea bass, sharpnose surfperch, round stingray, horny-
head turbot, and diamond turbot.
In 1960, 4,796 red abalone were taken, 1,970 by SCUBA and 3,126 by
freedivers. SCUBA divers took an average 3.38 abalones per hour and free-
divers averaged 2.67 abalones per hour in 1960. In 1972, 8,183 red abalone
were taken, 6,332 by SCUBA and 1,851 by freedivers. SCUBA divers took an
average of 2.50 red abalone per hour, freedivers 1.23. California spiny
lobster are known to have been taken here, but none appeared in our survey.
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Monterey County
This area encompasses Monterey, Pacific Grove, Carmel, and approximately
60 miles of mostly inaccessible coastline south of Carmel. Over 50% of the
total diving days for the entire survey were recorded in the area including
Monterey Marina, Cannery Row, Coast Guard Breakwater, Pacific Grove, Carmel
Beaches, and San Jose Beach (Appendix 1,2 and Appendix 11,8-15).
Diving days increased from 15,000 in 1960 to 47,438 in 1972, including
Pt. Lobos State Reserve and Hopkins Marine Life Refuge. In 1960, SCUBA
divers accounted for 26.5% of the total diving days; however, in 1972, SCUBA
diving days increased to 81.8% of the total diving in Monterey County. A
total of 68,925 hours was recorded here with 31,252 hours or 45.3% being
training hours. Training hours expended in Monterey County account for 75.9%
of the total survey training hours. Observing was the second most popular
activity utilizing 30.0% of the time spent. The 20,598 hours estimated for
observing contributed to 71.9% of the survey total observing hours. Spear-
fishing activity was third in importance and accounted for 48.6% of the survey
total for spearfishing hours. The fourth most important activity was photog-
raphy with 3,498 hours recorded accounting for 84.3% of the survey total for
photography. Not included in the total hours is the photography effort at
Pt. Lobos, which was approximately 1,000 hours estimated from log returns.
The main activities of SCUBA divers in Monterey County in 1960 were
spearfishing, observing, and practice diving. They speared 2,319 fish with
kelp greenling, lingcod, and kelp rockfish most frequently speared. In 1960
the highest catch-per-hour for SCUBA diving spearfishermen was 0.95 at Pacific
Grove. The overall catch-per-hour for Monterey County in 1960 was 0.55 fish.
In 1972, the main activities were training (43.4% of the total time), observ-
ing (29.8%), and spearfishing (18.0%). SCUBA divers speared 5,232 fish with
lingcod, cabezon, and kelp rockfish most frequently speared. Other important
fish speared were striped surfperch, grass rockfish, kelp greenling, and blue
rockfish.
In 1960 freedivers spent most of their time fishing (62.6%) followed by
observing (13.5%), abalone diving (11.6%) and training (10.2%). A total of
7,882 fish was speared with striped surfperch, kelp rockfish and blue rock-
fish most often speared. In 1960 the highest catch-per-hour (1.35 fish) for
freediving was at Lover's Point. In 1972, freedivers spent most of their
time training (51%), followed by observing (30%) and spearfishing (15%).
Thus, spearfishing time has decreased from 62.6% to 15% of the total diving
time spent in Monterey County. Abalone diving decreased from 11.6% in 1960
to less than 1% of the freediving time in 1972. Training increased from
10.2% to 51.0% of the total time spent, and observing increased from 13.5%
to 30% of the total freediving time for Monterey County.
A total of 4,913 red abalone and 85 black abalone was landed in Monterey
County in 1960. In 1972, a total take of 75 red abalone was estimated; 25
by freedivers at Cannery Rowand 50 by SCUBA divers at Jade Cove where SCUBA
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diving is leg&l for the capture of ab&lone. Abalone catch-per-hour values
dropped from 2.12 in 1960 to 0.43 in 1972 for SCUBA and freediving combined.
Abalone catch-per-hour was 0.91 abalone per hour south of Yankee Point,
which is open for SCUBA diving for abalone. The freediving catch-per-hour
for abalone was 0.21. These catch-per-hour values are based on the total 75
abalone taken in Monterey County. A total of 54 rock scallops and 22 red and
rock crabs completed the sport take of invertebrates. A commercial diver
landed 2,000 starfishes.
A total of 6,549 fish was taken. The most commonly speared fish were
lingcod, cabezon, kelp rockfish, striped surfperch, and grass rockfish. All
yellowtail rockfish, rosy rockfish, common mala, and halfmoon recorded in
the study area were from Monterey County. Research divers collected one
kelp poacher, clingfishes, and painted greenling for study. The majority
of bocaccio, brown, copper, grass, kelp and olive rockfish, opaleye, and
kelp bass for the entire study area were also taken here. California hali-
but, starry flounder, and turbot were known to be taken here, but none
appeared in our sample.
The San Jose Beach, Carmel Beach, and Point Lobos State Reserve areas
made up 19.5% of the total survey diving days and the area from Pacific
Grove to the Monterey marina recorded 30.5% of the diving days. The combined
total in this small area accounted for 49.3% (46,848) of the entire survey
non-competition diving days; of the 46,848 diving days, 83.2% (38,997) were
by SCUBA divers and 16.8% (7,8~1) were by freedivers. The Carmel Beach, San
Jose Beach, Point Lobos State Reserve area accounted for 29.3% (16,225) of
the total survey SCUBA diving days, and the area from Asilomar to the Monterey
marina made up 41.1% (22,772) of the total survey SCUBA diving days. These
two areas accounted for a total of 70.5% (38,997) of the 1972 survey SCUBA
diving days.
Both areas combined made up only 20.6% (7,851) of the survey's free-
diving days, due to the disproportionately large number of freediving days
north of Santa Cruz by abalone divers. The Monterey area lost freediver days
for abalone diving as there are in essence no legal sized abalone available
in the Monterey area to divers.
Santa Cruz and San Mateo Counties
In 1960, 10.5% of all diving days were expended in Santa Cruz and San
Mateo counties. In 1972, only 8.8% of the diving days were estimated here
even though diving days actually more than doubled, from 3,982 in 1960 to
8,153 in 1972 (Appendix 1,3 and Appendix 11,16-19; Table 2).
SCUBA divers in 1960 spent 56% of their time spearfishing, while free-
divers spent 35% of their time spearfishing and 64% of their time abalone
diving. In 1972, SCUBA divers spent 37.5% of their time spearfishing and
44.3% of their time observing and training, and freedivers spent 15.5% of
their time spearfishing and 69.6% of their time abalone diving. A total of
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8,692 red abalone Was landed in 1960 for a catch~per-hour of 2.08. In 1972,
8,589 red abalone were landed for a catch-per-hour of 1,40.
In 1960, 1,087 fish were speared with black rockfish, cabezon, and kelp
greenling the most important. In 1972, 1,664 fish were speared with lingcod,
black rockfish, striped surfperch, blue rockfish, cabezon, and grass rockfish
the most important. Striped surfperch and grass rockfish have become import-
ant fish species and black-and-yellow rockfish have become less important.
Santa Cruz County: Santa Cruz Harbor to South of Ano Nuevo State Beach
A total of 4,527 diver days or 4.9% of the survey total was estimated
for this area. A total of 6,951 hours was expended with 4,268 hours or 61.4%
spent abalone diving. This accounted for 12.3% of the survey total. A total
of 5,995 red abalone was taken, which accounted for 7.3% of the survey total.
Rock scallops, crabs, and mussels were occasionally taken. Divers leaving
Santa Cruz Harbor by boat recorded a 2.25 red abalone catch-per-hour.
Spearfishing was the second highest hourly activity. A total of 831
fish was speared for a catch-per-hour of 0.87 for SCUBA divers, and a catch-
per-hour of 0.46 for freedivers. Most commonly speared fish were lingcod,
blue rockfish, cabezon, black rockfish, grass rockfish, and black surfperch.
Vermilion rockfish and monkeyface-eel also were speared in this area.
San Mateo County: Pigeon Point to Pacifica
This area also received relatively light diver usage. A total of 3,626
diving days or 3.9% of the total survey effort was expended here. Of the
total hours spent, 1,863 or 41.4% were for abalone diving, which accounted
for 5.4% of the survey total. Next in abundance of hours spent was in train-
ing, followed by spearfishing. The catch-per-hour (1.57) of abalone was
highest at Pigeon Point. In addition, 475 sea urchins were taken.
The highest catch-per-hour for spearfishing, 1.95 fish-per-hour, was by
SCUBA divers from Pigeon Point to Pacifica. Lingcod, striped surfperch,
black rockfish, and kelp greenling were the most common fish speared in that
order. Rock greenling and grass rockfish were also important.
Marin, Sonoma, and Mendocino Counties
The percent of diving days in this area in relationship to the total
survey diving days dropped from 39.3% in 1960 to 29.8% in 1972; however,
the total nurnber of diving days actually increas,ed from 15,200 in 1960 to
27,778 in 1972. The decrease in percent of usage is attributable to the
heavy training activity in the Monterey area. As in 1960, freediving was
the most popular type of diving, with abalone diving the main hourly activity
(Appendix 1,4 and 5; Appendix 11,20--31'). However, the number of red abalone
landed increased greatly in 1972 due to the increased landings in Sonoma
County. Abalone catch-per-hour, however, was lower in 1972 with the greatest
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decrease in Mendocino County. The larger landing of red abalone and abalone
effort in this section of the coast is attributable in part to the loss of
the sport abalone fishery from Cambria (San Luis Obispo County) to Seaside
(Monterey County).
In 1960, SCUBA divers spent 78.8% of their time spearfishing, whereas
in 1972, SCUBA divers spent 42.1% of their time spearfishing, 26.7% observ-
ing, and 26.2% of their time training, or 52.9% of their time observing and
training.
In 1960 freedivers spent 40.2% of their time spearfishing and 54.0% of
their time abalone diving, whereas in 1972 freedivers spent 69.4% of their
time abalone diving, but only 8.7% of their time spearfishing.
In both 1960 and 1972 the principal fish speared were lingcod, blue
rockfish, black rockfish, striped surfperch, kelp greenling, and cabezon.
In 1972, SCUBA divers speared 51.9% of the fish and freedivers speared
48.1%.
In 1960 SCUBA divers speared 65.4% of the lingcod, but the percentage
had dropped to 56.0% in 1972. The total number of lingcod speared increased
from 1,935 in 1960 to 2,189 in 1972; however, the total number of fish
speared dropped from 8,422 in 1960 to 7,137 in 1972.
As in 1960 no halibut were taken by spearfishermen, but are known to
have been taken in the Tomales Bay area. A total of 33,774 red abalone
was landed for a catch-per-hour of 3.04 in 1960. In 1972, 65,153 red aba-
lone were taken for a catch-per-hour of 2.67.
Marin County: Tomales Bay to Dillon Beach
Only 0.31% of the total diving days were expended in this area. A total
of 72% of all diving hours were spent abalone diving. In 290 hours, 996 red
abalone were taken, contributing to 1.3% of the survey total. This accounted
for a catch of 3.43 red abalone per hour, which was the third highest in the
survey.
Even though 112 hours were spent spearfishing, no fish were recorded in
our sampling.
Sonoma County: Bodega Bay to Gualala River
This area recorded 19,554 diving days (22% of the total survey) (Table
3). A total of 31,651 hours was spent diving, with 16,333 hours (46.9% of
the total survey abalone hours) abalone diving. The abalone divers in this
area accounted for 56.7% of the total abalone landed in the entire survey.
Spearfishing in this area accounted for 22.6% of the total survey spearfish-
ing time, and training accounted for 14.9% of the total survey training time.
The two areas with the most usage were Fort Ross State Historical Monument
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and Salt Point State Park. The catch-per-hour WaS high~st for red abalone
(3.19) in the area from Salt Point to the Gualala River. Second highest
abalone catch-per-hour (2.81) was at Salt Point State Park. Also, 886 sea
urchins and 15 rdck scallops were taken.
A total of 6,231 fish was speared in 5,545 hours for a catch-per-hour
of 1.12. Lingcod, blue rockfish, black rockfish, cabezon, kelp greenling,
and striped surfperch were most commonly taken, in that order. Catch-per-
hour values were highest from Salt Point to Gualala, where freedivers aver-
aged 2.16 fish-per-hour and SCUBA divers averaged 1.99 fish-per-hour. Yel-
loweye rockfish, canary rockfish, and buffalo sculpin were only taken in
this area.
Mendocino County: Gualala River to Rockport
This area contributed 7,938 diving days (8.5% of the survey total).
Sixty-eight percent of the diving in this area was for taking red abalone,
which made up 22.3% of the total survey time spent abalone diving (Appendix
1,5). A total of 17,528 red abalone (21.3% of the total survey) was taken
in this area. The two areas of greatest usage were Gualala River to Point
Arena and Van Damme State Park, where almost 5 thousand hours were spent
abalone diving. The two areas with the highest abalone catch-per-hour were
Caspar to Fort Bragg (3.80) and Russian Gulch State Park (3.13). Other in-
vertebrates taken were 118 rock scallop, 102 sea urchin, 2 pinto abalone,
and 16 chitons.
A total of 906 fish was speared with black rockfish, striped surfperch,
lingcod, and kelp greenling being the most abundant in that order. Highest
catch-per-hour (2.23) for SCUBA divers was at Russian Gulch State Park,
while for freedivers the highest yield was from Gualala to Point Arena with
1.76 fish-per-hour recorded.
Humboldt and Del Norte Counties
In our census this area accounted for only 0.1% of the total diving
days estimated for the entire survey (Appendix 1,6 and Appendix 11,32).
The 131 total diving days were estimated from Shelter Cove to Eureka and
no divers were observed from Eureka to Crescent City during five months
of sampling from June to October. Of the estimated 131 diving days, 75.0
hours were spent abalone diving with 174 abalone taken for a catch-per-hour
of 2.32. Observing accounted for the remainder of time activity with 57.5
hours expended.
Volunteer returns from dive clubs in this area showed a greater util-
ization of the area than our sampling indicated. A total of approximately
1,300 diving days was actually expended in this area with abalone diving
the primary activity, followed by spearfishing.
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SUMMA!R,y
1. A total of 15,030 interviews was conducted with SCUBA divers and
competition and non-competition freedivers at 33 sampling units from Pismo
Beach, San Luis Obispo County, California, to the Oregon border. We also
received 88 diving logs from organized diving club members in Humboldt and
Del Norte counties and log results from Pt. Lobos State Reserve, Hopkins
Marine Life Refuge, and Department of Fish and Game divers.
2. An estimated 11,800 individual skindivers dove in our sample area
in 1972. These divers participated in 95,194 total diving days. This com-
pared with a total of 2,200 - 2,700 estimated for 1960 in the same area for
an increase of about 5 times as many divers over the 12 year period.
3. The relative diving effort in San Luis Obispo County compared to
the total survey diving days increased from 6.1% in 1960 to 10.7% in 1972.
The actual number of diving days increased from 2,300 to 9,942. Monterey
County's relative diving effort increased from 39.7% in 1960 to 50.7% in
1972. The actual number of diving days in MOnterey County increased from
15,000 in 1960 to 47,050 in 1972.
Santa Cruz and San Mateo counties' relative diving effort compared to
the total survey diving days decreased from 10.5% in 1960 to 8.8% in 1972.
Actual diving days increased from 3,982 in 1960 to 8,153 in 1972. Marin,
Sonoma and Mendocino counties' relative diving effort also decreased from
39.3% in 1960 to 29.8% in 1972. Actual diving days increased in Marin,
Sonoma, and Mendocino counties from 15,200 diving days in 1960 to 27,778
diving days in 1972. The relative diving effort in Humboldt and Del Norte
counties compared to the total survey diving days decreased from 3.4% of
the total survey in 1960 to 1.4% of the total survey in 1972. Actual diving
days in Humboldt and Del Norte counties remained unchanged at about 1,300.
4. The five main activities for SCUBA divers were training, which
accounted for 37.5% of all SCUBA diving, observing (27.5%); spearfishing
(22.9%); photography (5.6%); and abalone diving (3.7%).
5. The five main activities for freedivers were abalone diving, which
accounted for 47.7% of all freediving time; training (22.6%); observing
(14.2%); spearfishing (13.8%); and clamming (0.6%).
6. Divers speared 24,089 fish. The five most commonly speared fish
were lingcod (6,382), blue rockfish (2,518), cabezon (2,271), black rock-
fish (1,852), and striped surfperch (1,682). The most commonly speared
fish in 1960 were blue rockfish, lingcod, and striped surfperch. Fish
speared increased from 21,615 in 1960 to 24,089 in 1972.
7. Monterey County received the highest diver usage (50.7% of all
diving days), followed by Sonoma County (21.0%), San Luis Obispo County
(10.7%), Mendocino County (8.5%), and Santa Cruz County (4.9%). Highest
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individual area'of diver usage was at San Jose Beach in Monterey County,
where 12.6% of the'total survey diving days were es-timated.
8. The most fish speared (6,814) were in San Luis Obispo County,
which also recorded the highest catch-per-hour of 1.87 fish. Monterey
County had the second highest number of fish taken (6,549), but the lowest
catch-per-hour of 0.53 fish.
9. Red abalone landings have increased in Sonoma County from 23,000
in 1960 to 46,629 in 1972. Red abalone take increased in Mendocino County
(from 10,700 to 17,528), in San Luis Obispo County (4,796 to 8,183), in
Santa Cruz County (5,700 to 5,995), and in San Mateo and Marin counties
(3,000 to 3,590). Monterey County abalone landings dropped drastically
from 4,913 in 1960 to 75 in 1972. The highest abalone catch-per-hour (2.85)
was recorded in Sonoma County. The lowest abalone catch-per-hour (0.43) was
recorded for the combined SCUBA and freediving effort in Monterey County.
10. The most edible invertebrates landed, other than abalone, including
3,322 Pismo clams, 1,585 crabs, 519 sea urchins, 191 abalone jingles, 137
rock scallops, 25 mussels and 9 octopus was recorded in San Luis Obispo
County. Landings of crabs and urchins were recorded in Santa Cruz, San
Mateo, Sonoma and Mendocino counties. A total of only 22 red and rock crabs
and 54 rock scallops was taken in Monterey County.
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TABLE 1. Skindiving Activity from Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County, to the
Oregon Border, January - December 1972.
Hours Percent Comp Percent
Activity Non- Competi- of SCUBA & Comp of
Competition tion Total Freediv1ng Total
SCUBA 69,295.8 o. o' 69,295.8 100.0 50.66
Spearfishing 15,887.3 15,887.3 22.93 11.61
Abalone Diving 2,583.1 2,583.1 3.73 1.89
Photography 3,856.1 3,856.1 5.56 2.82
Observing 19,080.9 19,080.9 27.54 13.95
Training 25,974.9 25,974.9 37.48 18.99
Work 113.9 113.9 0.16 0.08
Clamming 67.0 67.0 0.09 0.05
Misc. Invert. Collecting 384.6 384.6 0.56 0.28
Fish Collecting 80.0 80.0 0.12 0.06
Jade Collecting 227.5 227.5 0.33 0.17
Algae Collecting 5.0 5.0 0.01 Trace
Wreck Searching 49.5 49.5 0.07 0.04
Research* 755.0 755.0 1.09 0.55
Other 231.0 231.0 0.33 0.17
FREEDIVING 66,816.2 704.0 67,520.2 100.0 49.36
Spearfishing 8,612.8 704.0 9,316.8 13.80 6.81
Abalone Diving 32,235.9 32,235.9 47.74 23.56
Photography 291.2 291.2 0.43 ' 0.21
Observing 9,573.9 9,573.9 14.18 7.00
Training 15,225.4 15,225.4 22.55 11.13
Work 24.0 24.0 0.04 0.02
C1anrrning 412.8 412.8 0.61 0.30
Misc. Invert. Collecting 340.0 340.0 0.50 0.25
Fish Collecting 11.7 11.7 0.02 0.01
Jade Collecting 54.0 54.0 0.08 0.04
Algae Collecting 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Wreck Searching 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Research 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Other 34.5 34.5 0.05 0.03
TOTAL HOURS 136,112.0 704.0 136,816.0
Diving Days Sampled 14,813 217 15,030
Average Hours/Dive 1.51 3.24 1.52
TOTAL DIVING DAYS 89,715** 217 89,932**
*
Including 455 hours at Hopkins Marine Life Refugt~.
**
Not including 3,549 diving days at Point Lobos State Reserve, 178 diving days in
Hopkins Marine Life Refuge, 366 diving days by F:lsh and Game!. personnel, and 1,161
additional diving days estimated by diver logs from Humboldt 'and Del Norte count-
ies not estimated in project sampling program.
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TABLE 2. Major Activities of SCUBA and freediving. Red Abalone Tak.en. and Numbers and Percent Composition of Major Fish Species in 1960
and 1972 by County.
% OF RED THREE MAJOR SCUBA
DIVER TOTAL MAJOR ACTIVITIES, % OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES, % OF ABALONE CATCH/ & FREEDIVIlm % OF
COUNTY DAYS SURVEY SCUBA DIVING HOURS COUNTY PUEDIVING HOURS COUNTY TAKEN* HOUR FISH SPECIES COUNTY
San Luis Obispo
1972 9,942 10.7 Abalone Diving 39.3 gpearfishing 28.0 6332 (SCUBA) 2.52 Lingcod 24.6
Spearfishina 32.0 Abalone Diving 27.0 1851 (Free) 1.23 Cabezon 10.9
Observing 13.3 Observing 19.0 Blue rockfish 7.7
1960 2,300 6.1 Abalone Diving 46.0 Abalone Diving 74.5 1670 (SCUBA) 3.38 Black surfperch 23.0
Spearfishing 28.6 Spearfishing 12.7 3126 (Free) 2.67 Pile surfperch 18.5
Ob.erving 25.4 Obs.rvina 8.5 Blue rockfish 9.1
Monterey
1972 47,050 50.7 Training 43.4 Training 51.0 50 (SCUBA) 0.91 Lingcod 27.6
Observing 29.8 Observing 30.0 25 (Free) 0.21 Cabezon 11. 0
Spearfishing 18.0 Spearfishing 15.0 Kelp rockfish 10.3
1960 15,000 39.7 Spearfishing 60.1 Spearfishing 62.6 4913 (Free) 2.12 Striped surfperch 15.2
Observing 19.0 Observing 13.5 Kelp rockfish 15.1
Training 12.1 Abalone Diving 11.6 Blue rockfish 12.5
Santa Cruz and
San Mateo
1972 8,153 8.8 Spearfishing 37.5 Abalone Diving 69.6 8589* 1.40 L.ingcod 23.4
Training 24.6 Spearfishing 15.5 Black rockfish 12.1
Observing 19.7 Abalone Diving 11.6 Striped surfperch 11.7
1960 3,982 10.5 Spearfishing 56.2 Abalone Diving 63.9 8692 2.08 Black rockfish 20.5
Ob.erving 32.9 Spearfishing 35.0 Cabezon 17.6
Training 6.8 Ob••rvin. 1.0 Kelp greenling 17.6
Marin, Sonoma, and
Mendocino
1972 27,778 29.8 Spearfishing 42.1. Abalone Diving 69.4 65,153 2.67 Lingcod 30.7
Observing 26.7 Training 13.8 Blue rockfish 15.3
Training 26.2 Spearfishing 8.7 Black rockfish 13.6
1960 15,200 39.3 Spearfishing 78.8 Abalone Diving 54.0 33,774 3.04 Lingcod 23.0
Observing 18.2 Spearfishing 40.2 Blue rockfish 20.7
training 3.0 Observing 3.3 Black rockfish 14.3
Humboldt and
Del Norte
1972 1,300 1.4** (none sampled) -- Abalone Diving 56.6 174 2.32 (none sampled) --
Observing 43.4
1960 1,300 3.4 Spearfishing *** Abalone Diving *** 1,464 *** Black rockfish ***Spearfishing Lingcod
Kelp greenling
TOTALS
1972 93,442 100.0 Training 37.·48 Abalone Diving 47.74 82,174 2.36 Lingcod 28.2
Observing 27.54 Training 22.55 Blue rockfish 11.1
Spearfishing 22.93 Observing 14.18 Cabezon 10.0
1960 37,782 100.0 Spearfishing 62.87 Spearfishing 47.96 53,639 2.79 Blue rockfish 14.23
Observing 18.59 Abalone Diving 38.37 Lingcod 13.52
Training 9.99 Observing 7.40 Striped surfperch 12.01
* All red abalone taken north of Yanke.' Point, Mont-erey County,. are by freedivers.
** Diving log returns were used to reach an accurate estimate. Only 131 days were actually sampled.
*** Insufficient sampling to compute averages.
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TABLE 3. Estimation of Div1Dg ~s and Percent Compoaition fer Free and SCUBA. Divers for 33 SampJ.iDg Units from
Pismo Beach to Oregon.
SC\lllA ;. of Total Free- ;. of Total Total
Div11l1l .SC\lllA div1Dg Freediv1Dg Div1Dg ;. of
County and Area Days Diving DayS Days Days Days Total
San Luis Ohispo County 5,~: ~:~~ 4'fti 10.80 9,942 11.08Pismo Beach l':5Ii 700 o:'fB
Shell Beach 1,458 2.82 1,573 4.13 3,031 3.38
Avila Skiff 728 1.41 224 0.59 952 1.06
I-bntana de Oro State Park 710 1.36 175 0.46 885 0.99
Morro Bay 1,576 3.05 889 2.33 2,465 2.75
Cayucos to Point Estero 1,000 1.94 352 0.92 1,352 1.51
Cambria to Point Piedras Blancas 242 0.47 315 0.83 557 0.62
Monterey County 35'I~ 69.21 7,990 20.97 43,711* 48.72Ragged Point to Yankee Point """O:W 139 """5:3b 590 (f.bb
San Jose Beach 9,981 19.34 1,794 4.71 11,775 13.12
Carmel Beaches 2,695 5.22 378 0.99 3,073 3.43
Asilomar to N. of Lover's Point 368 0.71 500 1.31 868 0.9'!
Lovers Point 5,029 9.74 1,299 3.41 6,328 7.05
Cannery Row 6,840 13.25 2,020 5.30 8,860 9.88
Coast Guard Breakwater 7,331 14.20 1,426 3.74 8,757 9.76
Monterey Skiff and Partyboat 3,026 5.86 434 1.14 3,460 3.86
Santa Cruz County 1,~~ 2.85 3,0,~ 8.03 4, 52l 5.05Santa Cruz Harbor Skiff D:5'f o.TI 33 0.37
Santa Cruz to Ano Nuevo State Reserve 1,177 2.28 3,016 7.92 4,193 4.67
San Mateo County ~ ~ 2,548 ~ 3,~ 4.04Pigeon Point 179 0.35 1,027 2.70 1,2 I:3!i"
North of Pigeon Point to Pacifica 699 1.74 1,521 3.99 2,420 2.70
Marin County 0 0.00 286 2ill. 286 Q:.E
Tomales Bay to Dillon Beach 0 0.00 28b 0.75 2&i 0.32
Sonoma County .2.r.2§.1
.!!ill 13.g~ 35. 6& 19,554 21.80Ibdega Bay to Russian Gulch 129 0.25 1.5 731 """'Q.l3I
Fort Ross State Historical I-bnument to Ocean Cove 2,614 5.06 4,406 11.56 7,020 7.82
Salt Point state Park 2,566 4.9'f 5,381 14.12 7,947 8.86
North of Salt Point State Park to Gualala River 654 1.27 3,202 8.40 3,856 4.30
Mendocino County ~ ~ 6,382 16.75 7,938 8.85Gualala River to Point Arena o. 7 1,211 3:TIl 1,557 ~
Albion Skiff 46 0.09 389 1.02 435 0.48
Van DIlJIlJlIe State Park 636 1.23 2,552 6.70 3,188 3.55
Heeser Drive 42 0.08 624 1.64 666 0.74
Russian Gulch State Park 268 0.52 222 0.58 490 0.55
Caspar to Fort Bragg 202 0.39 765 2.01 967 1.08
l-hcKerricher Beach State Park to Rockport 16 0.03 619 1.62 635 0.71
Humboldt and Del Norte Counties 0 0.00 131 0.34 131** Q:.!2.
Shelter Cove to Eureka 0 0.00 131 Q.3!j: 131 0.15
Eureka to Crescent City __0 ~ __0 ~ 0 ...£:.22
rorAI.'3 51, 615 100.0 38,100 1CO.1) 89,715*** 100.01
* Not included are 3,549 diving days at Point Lobos and 178 div1ng days at Hopkins Marine Life Refuge.
** Diving log returns indicated a more accurate figure of an additional. 1,169 diving days.
*** Not inc1l1led are 366 diving days by Fish and G6me personnel.
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TABLE 4. Total Hours and Percent Composltion of SCUBA Diving Activity and Tot~l Fish and Invertebrates by County*
SAN LUIS KlNTEREY SANTA CRUZ SAN MATEO SONOMA MERDOCIBO
OBISPO COUNTY COUNTY COUNTY COUNTY COUNTY COUNTY
% Total % Total % Total % Total % Total % Total SURVEY
Total Survey Total Survey Total Survey Total Survey Total Survey Total Survey TOTAL
!DIVER DAYS: 5,828 11.3 35,721** 69.2 1,469 2.8 1,078 2.1 5,968 11.6 1,556 3.0 51,615
TOTAL HOURS 6,428.8 9.3 51,852.7 74.8 1,330.3 1.9 1,318.3 1.9 6,760.1 9.8 1,605.6 2.3 69,295.8
Spearfishing 2,057.0 12.9 9,315.8 58.6 552.2 3.5 441.5. 2.8 3,169.8 20.0 351.0 2.2 15,887.3
Abalone Diving 2,528.1 97.9 55.0 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,583.1
Photography 39.5 1.0 3,350.2 86.9 38.0 1.0 9.0 0.2 414.4 10.7 5.0 0.1 3,856.1
Observing 851.9 4.5 15,471.9 81.1 154.0 0.8 368.3 1.9 1,551.6 8.1 683.2 3.6 19,080.9
Training 642.4 2.5 22,489.3 86.6 153.0 0.6 499.5 1.9 1,624.3 6.3 566.4 2.2 25,974.9
Commercial Work 0.0 0.0 85.8 75.3 28.1 24.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 113.9
Pismo Clamming 67.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 67.0
Invertebrate Collecting 188.4 49.0 196.2 51.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 384.6
Vertebrate Collecting 0.0 0.0 80.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 80.0
Jade Collecting 0.0 0.0 227.5 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 227.5
Algae Collecting 5.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0
Wreck Searching 49.5 100.0 0.0' '0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 49.5
Research 0.0 0.0 350.0 46.4 40,5.0 53.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 755.0
Other 0.0 0.0 231.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 231.0
roTAL FISH 5,544 9.3 5,242 33.5 481 3.1 666 4.3 3,471 22.2 235 1.5 ,.I~.6J9
roTAL ABALONE*** 6,332 99.2 50 0.8 -- - -- - -- -- - - 6,382
OTHER INVERTEBRATES 2,982 90.3 216 6.5 0 0.0 23 0.7 15 1.5 68 2.1 .3,304
* No SCUBA diving effort was recorded for Marin, Humboldt, and Del Norte Counties.
** Not including 3,549 diving days from permits at Pt. Lobos State Reserve, 178 diving days from Hopkins Marine Life Refuge and 366 diving days
by Fish and Game personnel.
*** Taking of abalone by SCUBA not allowed north of Yankee Point, MOnterey County.
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TABLE 5. Number and Percent of Fish Taken by Skindivers from Pismo TlEar-h to Oregon, January thrm·,'.,;
December 1972.
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TABLE 6. Hours Spent, Total Catch and Catch/Hour by County and Sampling Unit for
Spearfishing and Abalone Diving by SCUBA D~vers in 1972.
SPEARFISHING
Total
Hours Fish
Catch/
Hour
RED & BLACK ABALONE DIVING
Total Catch/
Hours Abalones Hour
15,887.3 15,639
55.0 50 0.91
55.0 50 0.91
(Taking of abalone using
SCUBA not legal north of
Yankee Point)
2,583.1 6,422
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
Pismo Beach
Shell Beach
Avila Skiff
Montana de Oro State Park
Morro Bay
Cayucos to Point Estero
Cambria to Pt. Piedras B1ancas
MONTEREY COUNTY
Ragged Pt. to Yankee Pt.
Point Lobos State Reserve
San Jose Beach'
Carmel Beaches
Asilomar to N. of Lover's Pt.
Lover's Point
Hopkins Marine Life Refuge
Cannery Row
Coast Guard Breakwater
Monterey Skiff and Partyboat
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
Santa Cruz Skiff
Santa Cruz to Ano Nuevo St. Res.
SAN MATEO COUNTY
Pigeon Point
N. of Pigeon Point to Pacifica
MARIN COUNTY
Tomales Bay & Dillon Beach
SONOMA COUNTY
Bodega Bay to Russian Gulch
Ft. Ross St. Hist. Monument
Salt Point
N. of Salt Pt. to Gualala River
MENDOCINO COUNTY
Gualala to Point Arena
Albion Skiff
Van Damme State Park
Heeser Drive
Russian Gulch State Park
Caspar to Ft. Bragg**
MacKerricher to Rockport
HUMBOLDT & DEL NORTE COUNTIES***
Shelter Cove to Eureka
Eureka to Crescent City
TOTALS
2,057.0
0.0
329.3
485.6
91. 9
984.5
113.2
52.5
9,315.8
99.0
0.0
2,213.3
790.7
118.5
154.0
0.0
1,450.6
2,055.9
2,433.8
552.2
208.2
344.0
441.5
100.0
341. 5
0.0
0.0
3,169.8
79.6
1,567.4
1,087.7
435.1
351. a
121.8
38.0
40.5
11.0
19.7
96.0
24.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5,544
a
597
1,420
26
2,551
14
936
5,232
52
a
1,062
526
112
112
a
1,081
704
1,583
481
402
79
666
a
666
o
a
3,471
154
1,399
1,053
865
235
98
a
15
a
44
78
a
a
o
a
2.70
0.00
1.81
2.92
0.28
2.59
0.12
17.83*
0.56
0.53
0.00
0.48
0.66
0.95
0.73
0.00
0.75
0.34
0.65
0.87
1. 93
0.23
1. 51
(J. 00
1. 95
0.00
0.00
1.10
1. 94
0.89
0.97
1.99
0.70
0.80
0.00
0.37
0.00
2.23
0.81
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.98
2,528.1
0.0
1,204.9
481. 5
290.3
141. a
405.4
5.0
6,372
a
2,316
1,952
534
397
1,173
a
2.52
0.00
1.92
4.05
1. 84
2.82
2.89
0.00
2.49
* 900 of fish were speared for study.
** Omitting Russian Gulch and Van Damme State Parks.
*** Insufficient data for representative computations.
TABLE ~ Numbers and Percent Composition of Invertebrates, Excluding Red Abalone, by County Area.
SAN LUIS OBISPC MONTEREY SANTA CRUZ SAN MATEO SONOMA MENDOCINO
Number % Number % Number % Number % Number % Number %
Abalone, black 207 100.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0
Abalone, pinto a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 2 100.0
Abalone jingles 191 100.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0
Clams, littleneck a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 23 100.0 a 0.0 a 0.0
Clams, Pismo 3,322 100.0 a 0.0 0 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0
Moon snail 25 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0
Mussels a 0.0 a 0.0 120 100.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0
Red & rock crabs 1,585 94.7 22 1.3 66 3.9 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0
Rock scallops 137 39.6 54 15.6 22 6.4 a 0.0 15 4.3 118 34.1
Sea urchins 519 26.2 a 0.0 0 0.0 475 24.0 886 44.7 102 5.1
Starfishes 45 24.3 140* 75.7 0 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0 a 0.0
TOTALS 6,031 74.7 216 2.7 208 2.6 498 6.2 901 11.2 222 2.7
* An additional 2,000 starfish were taken for commercial purposes.
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TABLE 8. Hours Spent, Total Catch and Catch/Hour for 34 Areas by County for Spear-
fishing and Abalone Diving by Non-Competition Freedivers in 1972.
Total
Hours
SPEARFISHING
Total Catch/
Fish Hour
RED & BLACK ABALONE DIVING
Total Total Catch/
Hours Abalones Hour
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
Pismo Beach
Shell Beach
Avila Skiff
MOntana de Oro State Park
Morro Bay
Cayucos to Point Estero
Cambria to Pt. Piedras B1ancas
MONTEREY COUNTY
Ragged Pt. to Yankee Pt.
Point Lobos State Reserve
San Jose Beach
Carmel Beaches
Asilomar to N. of Lover's Pt.
Lover's Point
Hopkins Marine Life Refuge
Cannery Row
Coast Guard Breakwater
Monterey Skiff and Partyboat
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
Santa Cruz Skiff
Santa Cruz to Ano Nuevo St. Res.
SAN MATEO COUNTY
Pigeon Point
N. of Pigeon Pt. to Pacifica
MARIN COUNTY
Tomales Bay & Dillon Beach
SONOMA COUNTY
Bodega Bay to Russian Gulch
Ft. Ross St. Hist. MOnument
Salt Point State park
N. of Salt Pt. to Gualala River
MENDOCINO COUNTY
Gualala to Pt. Arena
Albion Skiff
Van Damme State Park
Heeser Drive
Russian Gulch State Park
Caspar to Fort Bragg**
MacKerricher to Rockport
HUMBOLDT & DEL NORTE COUNTIES
Shelter Cove to Eureka
Eureka to Crescent City
TOTALS
1,602.1
0.0
392,8
135.4
66.0
617.9
221.5
168.5
2,594.7
13.8
0.0
375.3
707.4
13.5
212.0
0.0
561.4
520.3
191.0
756.0
44.0
712.0
610.5
98.0
512.5
112.0
112.0
2,374.7
96.5
1,126.3
862.6
289.3
562.8
174.9
104.0
166.3
29.5
12.6
75.5
0.0*
0.0
0.0
0.0
8,612.8
1,270*
a
370
144
o
538
81
137
1,317
33
o
104
244
o
286
o
255
331
64
350
99
251
167
o
167
o
o
2,760
62
1,174
900
624
. 671
308
66
122
6
o
100
69
o
o
o
6,535
0.80
0.00
0.94
1.06
0.00
0.87
0.43
0.81
0.51
2.39
0.00
0.28
0.34
0.00
1.35
0.00
0.45
0.64
0.34
0.46
2.25
0.35
0.27
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.00
1.16
0.64
1.04
1.04
2.16
1.19
1.76
0.64
0.73
0.20
0.00
1.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.76
1,508.1
0.0
986.0
69.9
194.1
94.6
163.5
0.0
120.0
0.0
0.0
18.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
19.0
79.0
0.0
4,268.5
276.5
3,992 .. 0
1,863.0
469.0
1,394.0
290.0
290.0
16,333.0
835.7
5,486.5
4,896.0
5,114.8
7,778.3
1,926.5
549.5
3,007.6
883.3
145.8
455.0
810.6
75.0
75.0
0.0
32,235.9
2,018
o
1,442
28
548
o
o
o
25
o
o
a
o
o
o
o
25
o
o
5,995
621
5,374
2,594
736
1,858
996
996
46,629
2,321
14,252
13,752
16,304
17,528
5,406
1,455
5,183
1,927
456
1,729
1,372
174
174
o
75,959
1.23
0.00
1.46
0.40
2.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.32
0.00
0.00
1.40
2.25
1.35
1~39
1.37
1.33
3.43
3.43
2.85
2.78
2.60
2.81
3.19
2.25
2.81
2.65
1.72
2.18
3.13
3.80
1.69
2.32
2.32
0.00
2.36
* Hours inadvertently omitted on sampling sheet.
** Omitting Russian Gulch and Van Damme State Parks.
TABLE 9. Total Hours and Percent Composition of Freediving Activities and Total Fish and Invertebrates Taken by County.*
SAN LUIS It:lNTEREY SANTA CRUZ SAN MATEO SONOMA MENDOCINO
OBISPO COUNTY COUNTY COUN'l Y COUNrY COUNTY COUNTY
% Total % Total % Total % Total % Total % Total
Total Survey Total Survey Total Survey Total Survey Totai Survey Total Survey TOTAL
DIVER DAYS 4,114 10.9 7,990 21.2 3,058 8.1 2,548 6.8 13,591 36.1 6,382 16.9 37,683
TOTAL HOURS 5,653.9 8.5 17,072.4 25.6 5,620.5 8.4 3,183.8 4.8 24,890.5 37.3 9,860.6 14.8 66,281. 7
Spearfishing 1,602.1 18.6 2,594.7 30.1 756.0 8.8 610.5 7.1 2,374.7 27.6 562.8 6.5 8,500.8
Abalone Diving 1,508.1 4.7 120.0 0.4 4,268.5 13.2 1,863.0 5.8 16,333.0 50.7 7,778.3 24.1 31,870.9
Photography 53.0 18.2 147.7 50.7 64.0 22.0 0.0 0.0 26.5 9.1 0.0 0.0 291.2
Observing 1,057.5 11.0 5,125.7 53.5 382.0 4.0 153.8 1.6 1,595.6 16.7 1,201.8 12.6 9,516.4
Training 930.4 6.1 8,762.6 57.6 150.0 La 538.5 3.5 4,526.2 29.7 317.7 2.1 15,225.4
Collllllercial Work 0.0 0.0 24.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.0
Pismo Clamming 412.8 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 412.8
Invertebrate Collecting 90.0 26.5 232.0 68.2 0.0 0.0 18.0 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 340.0
Vertebrate Collecting 0.0 0.0 11. 7 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.7
Jade Collecting 0.0 0.0 54.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 54.0
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.5 100.0 0.0 0.0 34.5
.
TOTAL FISH 1,270 19.4 1,317 20.2 350 5.4 167 2.6 2,760 42.2 671 10.3 6,535
TOTAL ABALONE 1,851 2.4 25 Trace 5,995 7.9 2,594 3.4 46,629 61.5 17,528 23.1 74,fU.2
OTHER INVERTEBRATES 3,058 63.4 25** 0.5 208 34.3 475 39.9 886 18.4 170 3.5 4,822
* Marin, Humbo1dt,and Del Norte counties had few freediving days and are omitted.
** Total does not include 2,000 commercially landed starfish.
¥
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TABLE 10. Percent of Total Time Spent Abalone Diving and Catch-per-hour of
Red Abalone in 1960 and 1972 by County.
1960 1972
County % of Time Catch/Hour % of Time Catch/Hour
San Luis Obispo* 74.5 2.88 33.3 2.08
Monterey* 11.6 2.12 0.2 0.43
Santa Cruz and
San Mateo 64.0 2.08 69.6 1.40
Marin, Sonoma,
and Mendocino 54.0 3.04 68.7 2.67
* Both SCUBA and freediving permitted south of Yankee Point, Monterey County.
TABLE 11. Effort, Catch, and Catch/Hour for Red Abalone in 1972 by County.
Effort % of % of
in Total Abalone Total Catch/Hour
County Hours Survey Taken Survey in 1972
San Luis Obispo 4,036.2* 11.6 8,183 10.0 2.08
Monterey 175.0** 0.5 75 0.1 0.43
Santa Cruz 4,268.5 12.3 5,995 7.3 1.40
San Mateo 1,863.0 5.4 2,594 3.2 1.39
Marin 290.0 0.8 996 1.2 3.43
Sonoma 16,333.0 46.9 46,629 56.7 2.85
Mendocino 7,778.3 22.3 17,528 21.3 2.25
Humboldt & Del Norte 75.0 0.2 174 0.2 2.32
TOTALS 34,819.0 100.0 82,174 100.0 2.36
* 2,583.1 hours SCUBA + 1,453.1 freediving.
** 55 hours SCUBA, 120 hours freediving; all other counties are freediving
hours.
TABLE 12. Estimated Total Abalone Effort and Number Landed and Catch-Per-Hour of Abalone Taken by
Skindivers in San Luis Obispo, Sonoma, and Mendocino Counties in 1972.
I Hours ~ Number Landed I Catch-Per-Hour
Me h 1972 1\ San Luis . San Luis I San Luis
nt Obispo Sonoma Mendocino Obispo Sonoma Mendocino I Obispo Sonoma MendocinolComty Comty Comty : Comty Comty eomty I Comty County Comty
18.0 593.0
I
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
675.0
542.0
456.0
829.0
986.0
217.0
14.0
--*
2051.0
2397.0
1311.0
1093.0
1696.0
1322.0
3498.0
72.0
1119.0
1107.6
1257.0
943.0
916.1
765.3
119.1
95.9
68.9
82.1
1651
1116
573
1846
2214
520
o
5965
6569
2525
4240
5167
3930
9907
225
4207
2523
3457
1828
2491
1547
408
696
132
173
2.45
2.06
1.26
2.23
2.31
2.40
0.00
2.91
2.74
1.93
3.88
3.05
2.97
2.83
3.12
3.76
2.28
2.75
1.94
2.72
2.02
3.42
7.26
1.92
2.11
W
0'
* (--) indicates no sampling was conducted.
TABLE 13. Hours Expended for Abalone and Number Landed and Catch-Fer-Hour of Abalone Taken by
Shorepickers in Sonoma and Mendocino Counties in 1972.*
Number Landed
Month 1972
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
0ecember
Hours
Sonoma Mendocino
County County
--**
381.5 213.0
280.5 2777.5
1103.4 357.5
24.5 274.1
(6.0)
82.5
124.6
r
I
Sonoma
County
1132
669
1642
22
Mendocino
County
565
5470
677
466
(0)
108
105
Catch-Per-Hour
Sonoma Mendocino
County County
2.97 2.65
2.39 1.97
1.49 1. 89
VJ
-J
0.90 1. 70
I
(0.00)
1. 31
0.84
,'\
">:i1,
Data not expanded to total surve"" estimates.
(--) indicates nc' .:;ampl iI1,j ,,,as Cllllclucted.
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APPENDIX 1,1. Diver Days, Hourly Activity and All
Invertebrates and Fish Taken by Species and Percent Composition of Each Category to the Total Survey
for San Luis Obispo County.
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
Pismo Shell Avila Montana de Oro ~ayucos to Cambria t:o County % of % of Total
Beach Beach Skiff State Park Morro Bay Point Estero Ragged Po:in t Total County Survey
DIVER DAYS 700 3,031 952 885 2,465 1,352 557 9,942 10.7
HOURS 742.2 4,264.9 1,332.6 1,053.4 2,892.4 1,494.2 525.5 12,105.2 100.0 8.9
Spearfishing 0.0 722.1 621. 0 157.9 1,602.4 334.7 221.0 3,659.1 30.2 14.9
Abalone diving 0.0 2,190.9 551.4 484.4 235.6 568.9 5.0 4,036.2 33.3 11. 6
Photography 0.0 9.0 7.2 80.0 68.3 0.0 0.0 164.5 1.4 3.9
Observing 46.0 637.9 110.0 215.6 519.8 1"D.6 236.5 1,909.4 15.8 6.7
Training 216.4 667.0 32.0 115.5 294.9 2,P.O 0.0 1,572.8 13.0 3.8
Pismo clamming 479.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 479.8 4.0 100.0
Misc. Invert. collecting 0.0 33.0 11.0 0.0 171.4 0.0 63.0 278.4 2.3 38.4
Collecting algae 0.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 Trace 100.0
ABALONE 3,758 1,980 1,082 397 1,L/3 8,390 10.2
Black 84 0 123 0 0 207 100.0
Red 3,674 1,980 959 397 1,D3 8,183 10.0
PISMO CLAMS 3,273 49 3,322 100.0
MISC. INVERTEBRATES 664 147 27 1,610 63 2,511 38.3
Abalone j iog1es 0 0 0 0 191 0 191 100.0
Crabs 0 161 74 27 1,270 53 1,585 94.7
Moon snail 0 0 9 0 16 0 25 100.0
Octopus 0 0 0 0 9 0 9 100.0
Rock scallop 0 8 26 0 103 0 137 39.6
Sea urchins 0 490 29 0 0 0 519 26.2
Starfishes 0 5 9 0 21 10 45 2.1
ROCKFISH 220 664 488 11 38 1,421 19.0
Black 0 30 16 0 20 0 0 66 4.7
Black-and-yellow 0 71 100 0 10 0 11 192 47.2
Blue 0 26 312 0 187 0 0 525 24.7
Bocaccio 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 8 44.4
Brown 0 8 8 0 9 0 0 25 30.1
China 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 20.0
Copper 0 32 10 0 16 0 0 58 26.4
GOpher 0 8 82 0 15 11 0 116 44.8
Grass 0 29 32 0 65 0 5 131 13.6
Kelp 0 6 32 0 61 0 22 121 12.8
Olive 0 4 0 0 68 0 0 72 13.6
Vermilion 0 0 8 0 10 0 0 18 30.0
Unidentified 0 0 56 0 27 0 0 83 20.3
GREENLINGS 247 479 1,078 3" 42 1,878 24.9
Greenling, kelp 68 76 56 0 0 200 16.7
Lingcod 179 403 1,022 3" 42 1,678 27.7
SURFPERCH 348 139 1,100 52 82 1,721 45.6
Black 89 36 0 208 0 35 368 61.6
Pile 81 58 0 305 0 16 460 57.6
Rainbow 0 0 0 26 (I 9 35 66.0
Rubberlip 51 5 0 170 14 0 240 60.0
Sharpnose 0 0 0 14 0 0 14 100.0
Silver 0 8 0 0 (I 0 8 100.0
Striped 91 16 0 157 38 22 324 20.3
Walleye 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 3.6
White 0 16 0 210 0 0 226 100.0
Unidentified 36 0 0 8 0 0 44 100.0
FLATFISHES 26 "49 75 100.0
Flounder, starry 18 0 9 0 27 100.0
Halibut, California 8 0 12 0 20 100.0
Turbot, diamond 0 0 13 0 13 100.0
hornyhead 0 0 11 0 11 100.0
Unidentified 0 0 4 0 4 100.0
MISCELLANEOUS FISHES 152 256 26 374 911 1,719 51. 9
Bass, giant sea 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 8 100.0
kelp 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 12 29.3
Cabezon 0 146 248 8 334 0 11 747 34.7
Midshipman, p1ainfin 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 7 100.0
Monkeyface-eel 0 6 0 18 6 0 0 30 28.6
Opaleye 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 11 47.8
Shark, leopard 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 100.0
Stingray, round 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 100.0
Unidentified 0 0 0 0 0 0 900 900 100.0
TOTAL FISH 0 967 1,564 26 3,089 95 1,073 6,814 30.7
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APPENDIX I, 2 • Diver Days, Hourly Activity and All Invertebratl!S and Fish Taken by Species and Percent Composition of Each Category to the Total
Survey for Monterey County.
K)NTEREY COUNTY*
Ragged Pt. Asilomar Monterey % of
to Yankee San Jose Carmel to Lover's Lover's Cannery Coast· Guard Skiff and County % of Total
Point Beach Beaches Point Point Row Breakwater Partyboat Tota1* County Survey
DIVER DAYS 590 11,775 3,073 868 6,328 8,860 8,757 3,460 43,711 50.7
HOURS 904.2 16,973.6 5,963.2 2,850.5 10,591. 5 12,413.4 12,256.1 6,622.6 68,575.1 100.0 50.5
Spearfishing 112.8 2,588.6 1,498.1 132.0 366.0 2,012.0 2,576.2 2,624.8 11,910.5 17.4 48.6
Abalone diving 55.0 18.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 19.0 79.0 0.0 175.0 0.3 0.5
Photography 63.2 755.6 281.0 25.0 473.0 378.9 720.7 800.5 3,497.9 5.1 84.3
Observing 256.7 6,620.0 1,894.4 365.5 3,366.5 3,261.2 3,392.8 1,440.5 20,597.6 30.0 71.9
Training 80.0 6,925.7 2,285.7 2,328.0 6,155.0 6,683.3 5,140.2 1,654.0 31,251.9 45.6 75.9
Commercial work 55.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 48.0 0.0 6.8 109.8 0.2 79.6
Misc. invert. collecting 0.0 54.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.0 267.2 96.0 428.2 0.6 59.1
Collect. non-edible fish 0.0 11. 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 80.0 0.0 91. 7 0.1 100.0
Co11ec ting jade 281.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 281.5 0.4 100.0
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 231.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 231.0 0.3 87.0
ABALONE 50 25 75 0.1
Red 50 25 75 0.1
MISC. INVERTEBRATES 72 144 2,000** 2,216 33.6*
Crabs 0 0 0 0 18 4 0 22 ],.3
Rock scallops 0 0 0 0 54 0 0 54 15.6
Starfishes 0 0 0 0 0 140 2,000** 2,140 97.9**
ROCKFISH 50 663 349 32 42 628 303 518 2,585 34.6
Black 0 47 40 0 0 36 20 11 154 11.0
B1ack-and-ye110w 0 57 59 0 0 36 7 14 173 42.5
Blue 27 135 53 16 0 34 30 70 365 17.2
Bocaccio 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 55.6
Brown 0 11 0 0 0 4 0 41 56 67.5
China 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 16.7
Copper 0 12 0 0 0 29 10 63 114 51.8
Gopher 0 38 23 0 a 35 0 4 100 38.6
Grass 0 76 14 0 0 161 104 154 509 52.8
Kelp 23 139 74 16 0 256 128 38 674 71.4
olive 0 58 86 0 34 32 4 99 313 59.1
Ro'sy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 100.0
Yellowtail 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 8 100.0
Unidentified 0 80 0 0 0 0 0 20 100 24.5
GREENLINGS 311 195 72 212 291 311 886 2,283 30.3
Greenling, kelp 5 33 65 0 a 56 106 70 335 28.0
painted 0 99 0 0 a 0 0 6 99 100.0
rock 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 39 23.6
Lingcod 0 179 130 72 212 235 205 777 1,810 29.8
SURFPERCH 24 107 84 112 208 271 53 S59 22.8
Black 0 0 0 0 0 10 14 13 37 6.2
Pile 6 26 0 0 9 58 109 11 219 27.4
Rainbow 18 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 18 34.0
Rubber1ip 0 0 0 0 0 18 36 10 64 16.0
Striped 0 81 84 0 103 116 112 19 515 32.2
Walleye 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6 10.9
MIS CELLANEOUS FISH 85 142 32· 209 150 190 822 24.8
Bass, kelp 0 0 0 0 0 10 13 6 29 70.7
Cabezon 6 73 142 8 24 181 112 178 724 33.7
C1ingfish 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 100.0
Halfmoon 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 100.0
Mo1a, common 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 100.0
Monkeyface-ee1 0 0 0 0 8 14 13 0 35 33.3
Opa1eye a a a a a 4 8 a 12 52.2
Poacher, kelp a 1 a a a 0 0 a 1 100.0
Wolf-eel 0 a a a 0 0 0 1 1 3.6
TOTAL FISH 85 1,166 770 112 398 1,336 1,035 1,647 6,549 29.6
* Does not include data from Pt. Lobos, Hopkins Marine Life R1efuge, or Fish and Game diver logs.
** Starfishes landed by commercial company.
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APPENDIX 1,3. Diver Days, Hourly Activity and All Invertebrates and Fish Taken by Species and Percent Composition of Each-Category to
the Total Survey for Santa Cruz and San Mateo Counties.
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY SAN MATEO COUNTY
Santa Cruz North of
Santa Cruz to Ana Nuevo County % of Pigeon Pigeon Pt. County % of
Harbor State Reserve Total Count Point to Pacifica Total Count
DIVER DAYS 334 4,193 4,527 4.9 1,206 2,460 3,626 3.9
HOURS 599.8 6,351. 0 6,950.8 100.0 5.1 1,273.6 3,223.5 4,497.1 100.0 3.3
Spearfishing 252.2 1,056.0 1,308.2 18.8 5.4 198.0 854.0 1,052.0 23.4 4.3
Abalone diving 276.5 3,992.0 4,268.5 61.4 12.3 469.0 1,394.0 1,863.0 41. 4 5.4
Photography 0.0 102.0 102.0 1.5 2.5 0.0 9.0 9.0 0.2 0.2
Observing 70.0 466.0 536.0 7.7 1.9 144.6 372.5 517.1 11.5 1.8
Training 0.0 303.0 303.0 4.4 0.7 444.0 594.0 1,038.0 n.1 2.5
Commercial work 1.1 27.0 28.1 0.4 20.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Misc. invert. collecting 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 0.0 18.0 0.4 2.5
Research 0.0 405.0 405.0 5.8 53.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ABALONE 621 5,374 5,995 7.3 736 1,858 2,594 3.1
Red 621 5,374 5,995 7.3 736 1,858 2,594 3.1
MISC. INVERTEBRATES 66 142 208 3.2 498 0 498 7.6
Crabs 44 22 66 3.9 0 0 0 0.0
Mussels 0 120 120 100.0 0 0 0 0.0
Rock scallops 22 0 22 6.4 0 0 0 0.0
Sea urchin 0 0 0 0.0 475 0 475 24.0
Other 0 0 0 0.0 23 0 23 71. 9
ROCKFISH 192 125 317 4.2 0 253 253 3.4
Black 44 42 86 6.2 0 116 116 8.3
B1ack-and-yel10w 11 0 11 2.7 0 0 0 0.0
Blue 66 33 99 4.7 0 40 40 1.9
Grass 60 17 77 8.0 0 42 42 4.4
Kelp 0 0 0 0.0 0 30 30 3.2
Olive 0 0 0 0.0 0 25 25 4.7
Vermilion 11 22 33 55.0 0 0 0 0.0
Unidentified 0 11 11 2.7 0 0 0 0.0
GREENLINGS 143 94 237 3.1 0 312 312 4.1
Greenling, kelp 11 36 47 3.9 0 70 70 5.8
rock 0 0 0 0.0 0 42 42 25.5
Lingcod 132 58 190 3.1 0 200 200 3.3
SURFPERCH 42 105 147 3'.9 0 232 232 6.1
Black 0 69 69 11.6 0 33 33 5.5
Rubberlip 22 0 22 5.5 0 41 41 10.3
Striped 20 36 56 3.5 0 138 138 8.6
Walleye 0 0 0 0.0 0 20 20 36.4
MISCELLANEOUS FISH 124 6 130 3.9 0 36 36 1.1
Cabezon 84 6 90 4.2 0 36 36 1.7
Monkeyface-ee1 40 0 40 38.1 0 0 0 0.0
TOTAl FISH 501 330 831 3.7 0 833 833 3.8
... ~,
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iPPENDIX 1,4. Di:ver Days, Hourly Activity and A] ~
_nvert.eorates and Fish Taken by Species and Percent Composition of Each Category to the Total Survey
for Marin and Sonoma Counties.
M/," L.·l CC; "'TTY SONOMA COUNTY
Ft. Ross State
Tomales B- J % of Bodega Bay Historical Mon- N of Salt Pt. % of
and Dillo.1 County % of Total to Russian ument to Ocean Salt Point to Gualala County % of Total
Beach Total Count Surve Gulch Cove State Park River Total Count Surve
DIVER DAYS 286 286 0.3 731 7.020 7.947 3.856 19,554 21. 0
HOURS 402.0 402.0 100.0 0.3 1.137.3 11,729.0 12,509.9 6,274.4 31,650.6 100.0 23.3
Spearfishing 112.0 112.0 27.9 0.3 176.1 2.693.7 1.950.3 724.4 5,544.5 17.5 22.6
Abalone diving 290.0 290.0 72.1 0.3 835.7 5,486.5 4,896.0 5,114.8 16.333.0 51. 6 "6.9
Photography 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 145.8 287.8 7.3 440.9 1. I~ '.0.6
Observing 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 125.5 1.551.5 1,262.8 207./, 3,147.2 l.O.U ! 1. 0
Training 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,835.0 4.095.0 220.5 6,150.5 1..9. 't 14.9
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.5 18.0 0.0 34.5 0.1 13.0
·\BALONE 996 996 1.2 2,321 14.252 13,752 16.304 46,629 56.6
Red 996 996 1.2 2,321 14,252 13,752 16,304 46.629 56.7
1ISC. INVERTEBRATES 0 0 0.0 0 0 901 0 901 1.3.7
Rock scallops 0 0 0.0 0 0 15 0 15 4.3
Sea urchins 0 0 0.0 0 0 886 0 886 44.7
ROCKFISH 0.0 156 980 677 709 2.522 31.7
Black 0 0 0.0 20 385 79 234 718 .51. 5
Black-and-yellow 0 0 0.0 0 6 8 17 31 7.6
Blue 0 0 0.0 121 336 381 221 1.059 49.9
Brown 0 0 0.0 0 2 0 0 2 2.4
Canary 0 0 0.0 0 2 0 0 2 100.0
China 0 0 0.0 0 10 9 0 19 63.3
Copper 0 0 0.0 0 8 27 13 48 21. 9
Gopher 0 0 0.0 0 19 20 0 39 15.1
Grass 0 0 0.0 11 74 47 22 154 16.0
Kelp 0 0 0.0 0 28 24 67 119 12.6
Olive 0 0 0.0 4 43 73 0 120 22.6
Vermilion 0 0 0.0 0 0 9 0 9 15.0
Yelloweye 0 0 0.0 0 21 0 0 21 100.0
Unidentified 0 0 0.0 0 46 0 135 181 44.4
GREENLINGS 0.0 26 1.224 901 422 2,573 34.2
Greenling, kelp 0 0 0.0 15 83 172 203 473 39.5
rock 0 0 0.0 0 17 31 36 84 50.9
Lingcod 0 0 0.0 11 1.124 69B 183 2,016 33.2
SURFPERCH 0.0 34 172 212 181 599 15.9
Black 0 0 0.0 0 6 12 65 83 13.9
Pile 0 0 0.0 8 15 78 0 101 1.2.7
Rubberlip 0 0 0.0 0 0 6 4 10 2.5
Striped 0 0 0.0 26 151 111 90 378 23.7
Walleye 0 0 0.0 0 0 5 22 27 49.1
MISCELLANEOUS FISHES 0 0 0.0 0 197 163 177 537 16.2
Cabezon 0 0 O.u 0 175 160 173 508 23.6
Sculpin, buffalo 0 0 0.0 0 14 0 0 14 100.0
Wolf-eel 0 0 0.0 0 0 3 4 7 25.0
Unidentified 0 0 0.0 0 8 0 0 8 0.9
TOTAL FISH 0 0.0 216 2,573 1,953 1,489 6,231 28.1
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APPENDIX I, 5. Diver Days, Hourly Activity and All Invertebrates and Fish Taken by Spec:i.es and Percent Composition of Each Category to the Total
Survey for Mendocino County.
MENDOCINO COUNTY
Russian HacKerricher
Gualala Gulch Beach State % of
River to Albion Van Damme State Heeser Caspar to Park to County % of Total
Pt. Arena Skiff State Park Park Drive Ft. Bragg* Rockport Total County Survey
DIVER DAYS 1,557 435 3,188 490 666 967 635 7,938 8.5
HOURS 2,503.2 751. 5 5,072.0 575.6 954.8 765.5 843.6 11,466.2 100.0 8.Lf
Spearfishing 296.7 142.0 206.8 32.3 40.5 171.5 24.0 913.8 e.O 3.7
Abalone diving 1,926.5 549.5 3,007.6 145.8 883.3 455.0 810.,6 7,778.3 67.8 22.3
Photography 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,,0 5.0 0.1 0.1
Observing 160.0 60.0 1,424.1 70.9 31.0 139.0 0.0 1,885.0 16.4 6.6
Training 120.0 0.0 428.5 326.6 0.0 0.0 9,0 884.1 7.7 2.1
ABALONE 5,408 1,455 5,183 456 1,927 1,729 1,372 17,530 21. 3
Pinto 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100.0
Red 5,406 1,455 5,183 456 1,927 1,729 1,372 17,528 21.3
MISCELLANEOUS INVERTEBRATES 12 0 38 4 80 38 64 236 3.6
Chitons 0 0 0 o. 0 0 16 16 100.0
Rock scallops 0 0 0 0 80 38 0 118 34.1
Sea urchins 12 0 38 4 0 0 48 102 5.1
ROCKFISH 299 44 12 4 0 20 0 379 5.1
Black 252 0 3 0 0 0 0 255 18.3
Blue 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 1.7
Gopher 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1.5
Grass 7 44 0 0 0 0 0 51 5.3
Unidentified 0 0 9 4 0 20 0 33 8.1
GREENLINGS 69 0 48 30 0 98 0 24~ 3.3
Greenling, kelp 29 0 33 10 0 0 0 72 6.0
Lingcod 40 0 15 20 0 98 0 173 2.9
SURFPERCH 25 0 77 0 40 69 217 5.7
Black 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 7. 1.2
Pile 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 18 2.3
Rubber1ip 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1.3
Striped 20 0 52 0 6 40 69 187 11. 7
MISCELLANEOUS FISHES 13 22 0 10 0 20 0 65 2.0
Cabezon 13 22 0 10 0 0 0 45 2.1.
Wolf-eel 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 20 71.4
TOTAL FISH 406 66 137 44 178 69 906 4.1
* Excluding Russian Gulch State Park and Reeser Drive.
APPENDIX I,6. Diver Days, Hourly Activj.ty and All Invertebrates and Fish Taken by Spectes and Percent Composition of Each Category to the Total
Survey for Humboldt and Del Norte Counties.
HUMBOLDT AND DEL NORTE COUNTIES
Shelter % of
Cove to County % of Total
Eureka Total County Survey
DIVER DAYS 131 131* 0.1
HOURS 132.5 132.5 100.0 Trace
Abalone diving 75.0 75.0 56.6 0.2
Qbserving 57.5 57.5 43.4 0.2
ABALONE 174 174 0.2
Red 174 174 0.2
* Not including 1,169 diving days estimated from diving log returns.
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APPENDIX 11,111 Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Flslh Spe~red -,nd Invertebrates Taken by Freed:lvers and SCUBA Divers
from Pismo Beach, San Luis Ob:l.spo County II
COUNTY: San Luis Obispo AREA: Pismo Beach
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of ~% of %Total County % of % of %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 586 : 14.2 1.5 7,114 114 2.0 0.2
I 5,828
!
Hours: 669.7 99.9 11.8 1.0' 5,653.9 72.5 100.0 1.1 0.1 6,428.8
Spearfishing 0.0 -- -- -- 1,602.1 0.0 -- -- -- 2,057.0
Abalone Diving 0.0
-- -- --
1,508.1 0.0 -- --
--
2,528.1
Photography 0.0 -- -- -- 53.0 0.0 -- -- -- 39.5
Observing 40.5 6.0 3.8 0.4 1,057.5 5.5 7.6 0.6 Trace 851.9
Training 216.4 32.3 23.3 1.4 930.4 0.0 -- -- -- 642.4
Pismo Clamming 412.8 61.6 100.0 100.0 412.8 67.0 92.4 100.0 100.0 67.0
Invertebrate Collecting 0.0
- - -
90.0 0.0
-- -- --
188.4
Algae Collecting 0.0
- - - 0.0 0.0 - -- -- 5.0
Wreck Searching 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0 0.0 - -- -- 49.5
TOTAL FISH 0
-- -
1,270 0
-- -- 5,544
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 2,556 52.1 3.2 4,909 717 7.7 7.5 9,314
Clams, Pismo 2,556 100.0 100.0 2,556 717 93.6 93.6 766
APPENDIX 11,2. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Shell Beach, San Luis Ob:Lspo County.
COUNTY: San Luis Obispo AREA: Shell Beach
F'REEDIVI~G SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County % of % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 1,573 38.2 4.1 7,114 1,458 25.0 2.8 5,828
Hours: 2,284.2 100.0 40.4 3.4 5,653.9 1,980.7 100.0 30.8 2.9 6,428.8
Spearfishing 392.8 17.2 24.5 4.6 1,602.1 329.3 16.6 16 2.1 2,057.0
Abalone Diving 986.0 43.2 65.4 3.1 1,508.1 1,204.9 60.8 47.7 46.6 2,528.1
Photography 0.0
-- -- -- 53.0 9.0 0.5 22.8 0.2 39.5
Observing 389.4 17.0 36.8 4.1 1,057.5 248.5 12.5 29.2 1.3 851.9
Training 483.0 21.2 52.0 3.2 930.4 184.0 9.3 28.6 0.7 642.4
Pismo C1anming 0.0 -- -- -- 412.8 0.0 --
-- --
67.0
Invertebrate Collecting 33.0 1.4 37.7 9.7 90.0 0.0 -- -- -- 188.4
Algae Collecting 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0 5.0 0.3 100.0 100.0 5.0
Wreck Searching 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 49.5
TOTAL FISH 370 29.1 5.7 1,270 597 10.8 3.8 5,544
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 1,567 31.9 1.9 4,909 2,855 30.7 29.7 9,314
Abalone, black 84 50.3 50.3 167 0
-- -- 40
red 1,358 73.4 1.8 1,851 2,316 36.6 36.3 6,332
Crabs, red and rock 0 -- -- 152 161 11.2 11.1 1,433
Rock scallops 0 -- -- 0 8 5.8 -3.9 137
Sea urchins 120 100.0 100.0 120 370 92.7 92.7 399
Starfishes 5 16.1 16.1 31 0 -- -- 14
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APPENDIX 11,3. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Avila Skiff, San Luis Obispo County.
COUNTY: San Luis Obispo AREA: Avila Skiff
, FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
%of %of % Total County %of %of %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 224 5.4 0.6 4,114 728 12.5 1,4 5,828
Hours: 305.3 99. S 5.4 0.5 5,653.9 1,027.3 100.1 16.0 1.5 6,428.8
Spearfishing 135.4 44.3 8.5 1.6 1,602.1 485.6 47.3 23.6 3.1 2,057.0 IAbalone Diving 69.9 22.9 4.6 0.2 1,508.1 481. 5 46.9 19.0 18.6 2,528.1
Photography 0.0
-- -- --
53.0 7.2 0.7 18.2 0.2 39.5
Observing 73.0 23.9 6.9 0.8 1,057.5 37.0 3.6 4.3 0.2 851.9
Training 16.0 5.2 1,7 0.1 930.4 16.0 1.6 2.5 Trace 642.4
Pismo Clamming 0.0 -- -- -- 412.8 0.0 -- -- -- 67.0
Invertebrate Collecting 11.0 3.6 12.2 3.2 90.0 0.0 -- -- -- 188.4
Algae Collecting 0.0
-- -- --
0.0 0.0
-- -- --
5.0
Wreck Searching 0.0 --
-- --
0.0 0.0
-- -- --
49.5
TOTAL FISH 144 11,3 2.2 1,270 1,428 25.8 9.1 5,544
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 28 0.6 Trace 4,909 2,099 22.5 21.8 9,314
Abalone, red 28 15.1 Trace 1,851 1,952 30.8 30.6 6,332
Crabs, red and rock a
-- --
152 I 74 5.2 5.1 1,433Moonsnails a -- -- a 9 36.0 36.0 25Rock scallops a
-- --
a
I
26 19.0 12.6 137
Sea urchins a -- - 120 29 7.3 7.3 399
Starfishes a
-- --
31 9 64.3 5.8 14
APPENDIX 11,4. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Montana De Oro State Park, San Luis Obispo County.
COUNTY: San Luis Obispo AREA: Montana De Oro State Park
Total
% of
Area
FREEDIVING
% of % Total
County Survey
County
Total Total
% of
Area
SCUBA DIVING
%of %Total
Countv Survev
County
Total
Diver Days
Hours:
Spearfishing
Abalone Diving
Photography
Observing
Training
Pismo Clamming
Invertebrate Collecting
Algae Collecting
Wreck Searching
TOTAL FISH
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES
Abalone, black
red
Crabs, red and rock
175
366.7
66.0
194.1
0.0
106.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o
548
83
465
o
4.3
100.0 6.5
18.0 4.1
53.0 12.9
29.0 10.1
11.2
49.7
25.1
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.6
0.0
1,1
0.7
49.7
0.6
4,114
5,653.9 I
1,602.1
1,508.1
53.0
1,057.5
930.4
412.8
90.0
0.0
0.0
1,270
4,909
167
1,851
152
710
614.7
91. 9
290.3
8.0
109.0
115.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
26
561
40
494
27
100.0
15.0
47.2
1.3
17.7
18.8
12.2
9.6
4.5
11.5
20.3
12.8
18.0
0.5
6.0
100.0
7.8
1.9
1.4
0.9
0.6
11,2
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.2
5.8
100.0
7.7
1.9
5,828
6,428.d I
2,057.0 I
2,528.1 I
39.5
851. 9
642.4 I
67.0 \'188.4
5.0
49. J i
5,544
9,314
40
6,332
1,433
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APPENDIX II,S. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fisln Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Morro Bay, San Luis Obispo County.
COUNTY: San Luis Obispo AREA: Morro Bay
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of :~ of % Total County % of % of %Total County
, T'dta1 Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 889 21.6 2.3 4,114 1,576 27.0 3.1 5,828
Hours: 1,220.8 99.9 21.6 1.8 5,653.9 1,671.6 100.0 26.0 2 .. 4 6,428.8
Spearfishing 617.9 50.6 38.6 7.2 1,602.1 984.5 58.9 47.9 6.2 2,057.0
Abalone Diving 94.6 7.7 6.8 0.3 1,508.1 141.0 8.4 5.6 5.5 2,528.1
Photography 53.0 4.3 100.0 18.2 53.0 15.3 0.9 38.7 0.4 39.5
Observing 216.3 17.7 20.5 2.3 1,057.5 303.5 18.2 35.6 1.6 851.9
Training 193.0 15.8 20.7 1.3 930.4 101.9 6.1 15.9 0.4 642.4
Pismo C1annning 0.0
-- -- -- 412.8 0.0 -- -- -- 67.0
Invertebrate Collecting 46.0 3.8 51.1 13.5 90.0 125.4 7.5 66.6 32.6 188.4
Algae Collecting 0.0 -- -- - 0.0 0.0 - -- -- 5.0
Wreck Searching 0.0 -- -- - 0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 49.5
TOTAL FISHES 538 42.4 8.2 1,270 2,551 46.0 16.3 5,544
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 147 3.0 0.2 4,909 1,909 20.5 19.8 9,314
Abalone, red 0 -- -- 1,851 397 6.3 6.2 6,332
Abalone jingles 32 100.0 100.0 32 159 100.0 100.0 159
Clams, Pismo 0 -- - 2,556 49 6.4 6.4 766
Crabs, red and rock 99 65.1 45.4 152 1,171 81.7 80.5 i,433
Moonsnai1s 0 -- -- 0 16 64.0 64.0 25
Octopus 0 -- -- 0 9 100.0 100.0 9
Rock scallops 0 --
--
0 103 75.2 50.0 137
Starfishes 16 51.6 51.6 31 5 35.7 3.2 14
APPENDIX 11,6. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divt-l':'.:;
from Cayucos to Point Estero, San Luis Obispo County.
COUNTY: San Luis Obispo AREA: Cayucos to Point Estero
F'REEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County % of % of %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 352 8.6 0.9 4,114 1,000 17.2 1.9 5,828
Hours: 489.2 100. a 8.7 0.7 5,653.9 805.0 100.1 12.5 1.2 6,428.8
Spearfishing 221.5 45. 13.8 2.6 1,602.1 113.2 14.1 5.5 0.7 2,057.0
Abalone Diving 163.5 33.lt 10.8 0.5 1,508.1 405.4 50.4 16.0 15.7 2,528.1
Photography 0.0
-- -- -- 53.0 0.0 -- -- -- 39.5
Observing 82.2 16.8 7.8 0.9 1,057.5 61.4 7.6 7.2 0.3 851.9
Training 22.0 4.1: 2.4 0.1 930.4 225.0 28.0 35.0 0.9 642.4
Pismo Clamming 0.0 -- -- -- 412.8 0.0 -- -- -- 67.0
Invertebrate Collecting 0.0 -- , - -- 90.0 0.0 -- -- -- 188.4
Algae Collecting 0.0
- - -
0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 5.0
Wreck Searching 0.0
-- - -
0.0 0.0
-- -- - 49.5
TOTAL FISH 81 6.4 1.2 1,270 14 0.3 Trace 5,544
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 63 1.3 Trace 4,909 1,173 12.6 12.2 9,314
Abalone, red 0 -- -- 1,851 1,173 18.5 18.4 6,332
Crabs, red and rock 53 34.9 24.3 152 0
-- --
1,433
Starfishes 10 32.3 32.3 31 0
-- --
14
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APPENDIX 11,7. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Cambria to Piedras B1ancas, San Luis Obispo County.
COUNTY: San Luis Obispo AREA: Cambria to Piedras B1ancas
FR,EEDIV:I:NG SCUBA DIVXNG
% of % of % Total County % of % of %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 315 7.7 0.8 4,114 242 4.2 0.5 5,828
Hours: 318.0 100.0 5.6 0.5 5,653.9 257.0 100.0 4.0 0.4 6,428.8
Spearfishing 168.5 53.( 10.5 2.0 1,602.1 52.5 20.4 2.6 0.3 2,057.0
Abalone Diving 0.0
-- -- --
1,508.1 5.0 1.9 0.2 0.2 2,528.1
Photography 0.0
-- -- -- 53.0 0.0 - -- -- 39.5
Observing 149.5 47.C 14.1 1.6 1,057.5 87.0 33.9 10.2 0.5 851.9
Training 0.0
-- -- --
930.4 0.0
-- -- --
642.4
Pismo Clamming 0.0
-- -- --
412.8 0.0 -- -- -- 67.0
Invertebrate Collecting 0.0 - -- -- 90.0 63.0 24.5 33.4 16.4 188.4
Algae Collecting 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 5.0
Wreck Searching 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0 49.5 19.3 100.0 100.0 49.5
TOTAL FISH 137 10.8 2.1 1,270 936 16.9 6.0 5,544
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES a - -- 4,909 0 -- -- 9,314
APPENDIX 11,8. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Ragged Point to Yankee Point, Monterey County.
COUNTY: Monterey AREA: Ragged Point to Yankee Point
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County % of % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 139 1.7 0.4 7,990 451 1.3 0.9 35,899
Hours: 268.0 100.0 1.6 O.t. 17,072.4 636.2 100.0 1.2 0.9 51,502.7
Spearfishing 13.8 5. 0.5 0.5 2,594.7 99.0 15.6 1.1 0.6 9,315.8
Abalone Diving 0.0 -- -- -- 120.0 55.0 8.6 100.0 2.1 55,0
Photography 0.0 -- -- -- 147.7 63.2 9.9 1.9 1.6 3,350.2
Observing 120.2 44.~ 2.3 1.3 5,125.7 136.5 21.5 0.9 0.7 15,471.9
Training 80.0 29.5 0.9 0.5 8,762.6 0.0
-- -- --
22,489.3
Work 0.0
-- -- --
24.0 55.0 8.6 64.1 48.3 85.8
Invertebrate Collecting 0.0
-- - --
232.0 0.0 -- -- -- 196.2
Fish Collecting 0.0 -- -- -- II. 7 0.0 -- -- -- 80.0
Jade Collecting 54.0 20. 100.0 100.0 54.0 227.5 35.8 100.0 100.0 227.5
Other 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 231. a
TOTAL FISH 33 2.5 0.5 1,317 52 1.0 0.3 5,232
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 0 -- - 25 50 18.8 0.5 266
Abalone, red a -- - 25 50 100.0 0.8 50
I
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APPENDIX 11,9. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from San Jose Beach, MOnterey County.
COUNTY: Monterey AREA: San Jose Beach
FltBEDI'VING SCUBA DIVING
% of ~~ of % Total County %of %'of %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total 'Total Area Cotirtty Survey Total
Diver Days 1,794 22.4 4.7 7,990 9,981 27.8 19.3 35,899
Hours: 3,570.0 100.0 20.9 5.3 17,072.4 13,403.6 100.0 25.8 19.3 51,502.7
Spearfishing 375.3 10.5 14.5 4.4 2,594.7 2,213.3 16.5 23.8 13.9 9.315.8
Abalone Diving 18.0 0.5 15.0 0.1 120.0 0.0 -- -- - 55.0
Photography 14.7 0.4 10.0 5.0 147.7 740.9 5.5 22.1 19.2 3,350.2
Observing 1,355.3 38.0 26.4 14.2 5,125.7 5,264.7' 39.3 34.0 27.6 15,471.9
Training 1,795.0 50.3 20.5 11.8 8,762.6 5,130.7 38.3 22.8 19.8 22,489.3
Work 0.0
-- -- --
24.0 0.0 --
-- --
85.8
Invertebrate Collecting 0.0
- -
--
232.0 54.0 0.4 27.5 14.0 196.2
Fish Collecting 11.7 0.3 100.0 100.0 11.7 0.'0 -- -- -- 80.0
Jade Collecting 0.0
- - -
54.0 0.0 -- -- -- 227.5
Other 0.0
- - --
0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 231.0
TOTAL FISH 104 7.9 1.6 1,317 1,062 20.3 6.9 5,232
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 0 -- - 25 0 -- -- 266
~PENDIX 11,10. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Carmel Beaches, MOnterey County.
COUNTY: MOnterey AREA: Carmel Beaches
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
%of %of % Total County % of %of %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County SurVey Total
Diver Days 378 4.7 1.0 7,990 2,695 7.5 5.2 35,899
Hours: 1,472.2 100.1 8.6 2.2 17,072.4 4,491.0 100.0 8.7 6.5 51,502.7
Spearfishing 707.4 48.1 27.3 8.2 2,594.7 790.7 17.6 . 8.5 5.0 9,315.8
Abalone Diving 4.0 0.3 3.3 Trace 120.0 o.c
-- -- --
55.0
Photography 4.5 0.3 3.0 1.5 147.7 276.5 6.2 8.3 7.2 3,350.2
Observing 389.6 26~5 7.6 4.1 5,125.5 1,504.8 33.5 9.7 7.9 15,471.9
Training 366.7 24.9 4.2 2.4 8,762.6 1,919.0 42.7 8.5 7.4 22,489.3
Work 0.0 -- - -- 24.0 0.0 -- -- -- 85.8
Invertebrate Collecting 0.0
- -- -- 232.0 0.0 -- -- -- 196.2
Fish Collecting 0.0 - -- - 11.7 0.0 -- -- -- 80.0
Jade Collecting 0.0 - -- -- 54.0 0.0 -- -- -- 227.5
Other 0.0
-- -- -
0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 231.0
TOTAL FISH 244 18.5 3.7 1,317 526 10.0 3.4' 5,232
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 0 -- -- 25 0 -- -- 266
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APPENDIX 11,11. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Asilomar to North of Lover's Point, Monterey County.
COUNTY: Monterey AREA: Asilomar to North of Lover's Point
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of %of % Total County % of % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 500 6.3 1.3 7,990 368 1.0 0.7 35,899
Hours: 2,469.0 100.0 14.5 3.7 17,072.4 381.5 100.1 0.7 0.6 51,502.7
Spearfishing 13.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 2,594.7 118.5 31.1 1.3 0.7 9,315.8
Abalone Diving 0.0
- -- - 120.0 0.0 - - -- 55.0Photography 0.0 -- --
--
147.7 25.0 6.6 0.7 0.6 3,350.2
Observing 172.5 7.0 3.4 1.8 5,125.7 193.0 50.6 L2 1.0 15,471. 9
Training 2,283.0 92.5 26.1 15.0 8,762.6 45.0 11.8 0.2 0.2 22,489.3
Work 0.0 -- -- -- 24.0 0.0 -- -- -- 85.8
Invertebrate Collecting 0.0
-- -- --
232.0 0.0
-- -- --
196.2
Fish Collecting 0.0
-- -- -- 1L7 0.0 - -- -- 80.0
Jade Collecting 0.0
-- -- --
54.0 0.0 -- - - 227.5Other 0.0
-- -- -- 0.0 0.0
-- -- --
231.0
TOTAL FISH a
-- -- 1,317 112 2.1 0.7 5,232
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES a -- -- 25 a -- -- 266
APPENDIX 11,12. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Lover's Point, Monterey County.
COUNTY: Monterey AREA: Lover's Point
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County
i Total
%of % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 1,299 16.3 3.4 7,990 5,029 14.0 9.7 35,899
Hours: 2,068.5 100.0 12.1 , 3.1 17,072.4 8,523.0 100.0 16.4 12.3 51,502.7I
Spearfishing 212.0 10.2 8.2 I 2.5 I 2,594.7 154.0 1.8 1.7 1.0 9,315.8Abalone Diving 0.0 -- -- -- 120.0 0.0 -- -- -- 55.0Photography 0.0 -- -
I
-- I 147.7 473.0 5.6 14.1 12.3 I 3,350.2
Observing 841.5 40.7 16.4 8.9 5,125.5 2.525.0 29.6 16.3 13.2 15,471. 9
Training 1,015.0 49.1 11.6 6.7 I 8,762.6 5,140.0 60.3 22.9 19.8 22,489.3
Work 0.0
-- -- I - 24.0 0.0 -- -- -- 85.8Invertebrate Collecting 0.0 - -- -- 232.0 0.0 -- -- -- 196.2
Fish Collecting 0.0 -- -- - 11. 7 0.0 -- -- -- 80.0
Jade Collecting 0.0 -- - -- 54.0 0.0
--
--
--
227.5
Other 0.0 --
--
- I 0.0 231.0 2.7 100.0 100.0 231. aTOTAL FISH 286 21. 7 4.4 1,317 112 2.1 0.7 5,232
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES a
-- -- I 25 a -- -- 266
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APPENDIX 11,13. Diver Daya, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared aDd Invertebrates Taken by Preedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Cannery Row, Monterey, County. .
COUNTY: Monterey Alt!A: Cannery Row
FUEDIVt)fC SCUBA DIVING
%of %of J Total County %of %of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 2,020 25.3 5.3 7,990 6,840 19.1 13.3 35,899
3,683.9 100.1 21.6 5.5 17,072.4 8,729.5 99.9 16.8 12.6 51,502.7 IHours:
Spearfishing 561.4 15.2 21.6 6.5 2,594.7 1,450.6 16.6 15.6 9.1 9,315.8
Abalone Diving 19.0 0.5 15.8 0.1 120.0 0.0
-- -- --
55.0
Photography 87.5 2.4 59.2 30.0 147.7 291.4 3.3 8.7 7.6 3,35002
Observing 1,136.8 30.9 22.2 11.9 5,125.5 2,124.4 24.3 13.7 11.1 15,471.9
Training 1,855.2 50.4 21,2 12.2 8,762.6 4,828.1 55.3 21.5 . 18.6 22,489.3
Work 24.0 0.7 100.0 100.0 24.0 24.0 0.3 28.0 21.1 85.8
Invertebrate Collecting 0.0
-- -- --
232.0 11.0 0.1 5.6 2.9 196.2
Fish Collecting 0.0
-- -- --
11.7 0.0 -- - -- 80.0
Jade Collecting 0.0
-- -- --
54.0 0.0 --
--
-- 227.5
Other 0.0
-- -- --
0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 231.0
TOTAL FISH 255 19.4 3.9 1,317 1,081 20.7 6.9 5,232
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 25 100.0 Trace 25 72 27.1 0.7 266
Abalone, red 25 100.0 Trace 25 0 -- -- 50
Crabs
°
-- --
0 18 81.8 1.~ 22
Rock scallops 0
-- -
0 54 100.0 26.2 54
APPENDIX 11,14. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and "Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Coast Guard Breakwater, Monterey County.
COUNTY: Monterey AREA: Coast Guard Breakwater
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
%of %of %Total County %of. % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 1,426 17.8 3.7 7,990 7,331 20.4 14.2 35,899
Hours: 2,692.8 100.0 15.8 4.0 17,072.4 9,563.3 100.1 18.4 13.8 51,502.7
Spearfishing 520.3 19.3 20.1 6.0 2,594.7 2,055.9 21.5 22.1 12.9 9,315.8
Abalone Diving 79.0 2.9 65.8 0.2 120.0 0.0 -- -- -- 55.0
Photography 41.0 1.5 27.8 14.1 147.7 679.7 7.1 20.3 17.6 3,350.2
Observing 949.8 35.3 18.5 9.9 5,125.7 2,443.0 25.6 15.8 12.8 15,471.9
Training 904.7 33.6 10.3 5.9 8,762.6 4,235.5 44.3 18.8 16.3 22,489.3
Work 0.0 -- -- -- 24.0 0.0 -- -- -- 85.8Invertebrate Collecting 198.0 7.4 85.3 58.2 232.0 69.2 0.7 35.3 18.0 196.2
Fish Collecting 0.0
-- -- -
11.7 80.0 0.9 100.0 100.0 80.0
Jade Collecting 0.0
-- -- --
54.0 0.0
-- -- --
227.5
Other 0.0
-- -- --
0.0 0.0
- -- --
231.0
TOTAL FISH 331 25.1 5.1 1,317 704 13.5 4.5 5,232
tOTAL INVERTEBRATES 0
-- --
25 144 54.1 1.5 266
Crabs 0
- --
0 4 18.2 0.3 22
Starfishes 0
- --
0 140 100.0 90.9 140
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APPENDIX 11,15. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Monterey Skiff and Partyboat, Monterey County.
COUNTY: Monterey AREA: MPnterey Skiff and Partyboat
FREEDlYING SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County % 01; % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survev Total
Diver Days 434 5.4 1.1 7,990 3,026 8.4 5.9 35,899
Hours: 848.0 100.0 5.0 1.3 17,072.4 5,774.6 100.0 11.1 8.3 51,502.7
Spearfishing 191. 0 22.5 7.4 2.2 2,594.7 2,433.8 42.1 26.1 15.3 9,315.8
Abalone Diving 0.0
-- -- --
120.0 0.0
-- -- --
55.0
Photography 0.0
- - - 147.7 800.5 13.9 23.9 20.8 3,350.2
Observing 160.0 18.9 3.1 1.7 5,125.5 1,280.5 22.2 8.3 6.7 15,471.9
Training 463.0 54.6 5.3 3.0 8,762.6 1,191.0 20.6 5.3 4.6 22,489.3
Work 0.0
-- -- --
24.0 6.8 0.1 7.9 6.0 85.8
Invertebrate Collecting 34.0 4.0 14.7 10.0 232.0 62.0 1.1 31.6 16.1 196.2
Fish Collecting 0.0
-- -- --
II. 7 0.0 -- -- -- 80.0
Jade Collecting 0.0 -- - - 54.0 0.0 -- -- -- 227.5
Other 0.0 - -- - 0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 231.0
TOTAL FISH 64 4.9 1.0 1,317 1,583 30.3 10.1 5,232
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 0
-- --
25 0
-- --
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APPENDIX 11,16. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Santa Cruz Skiff, Santa Cruz County.
COUNTY: Santa Cruz AREA: Santa Cruz Skiff
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of %of %Total County % of %of % Total County
Total Area County Survev Total Total Area County Survev Total
Diver Days 42 1.4 0.1 3,058 292 19.9 0.6 1,469
I
I
0.4
I
Hours: 320.5 100.0 5.7 0.5 5,620.5 279.3 100.0 21.0 1,330.3
Spearfishing 44.0 13.7 5.8 0.5 756.0 208.2 74.5 37.7 1.3 552.2
Abalone Diving 276.5 86.3 6.5 0.9 4,268.5 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
Photography 0.0 -- -- -- 64.0 0.0 -- -- -- 38.0
Observing 0.0 -- -- -- 382.0 70.0 25.1 45.5 0.4 154.0
Training 0.0 -- -- - 150.0 0.0 -- -- -- 153.0
Work 0.0 -- -- - 0.0 1.1 0.4 3.9 1.0 28.1
Research 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 405.0
TOTAL FISH 99 28.3 1.5 350 402 83.6 2.6 481
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 687 11.1 0.9 6,083 0 -- -- 0
Abalone, red 621 10.4 0.8 5,995 0 -- -- 0
Crabs, red and rock 44 66.7 20.2 66 0 -- -- 0
Rock scallops 22 100.0 15.7 22 0 -- -- 0
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APPENDIX 11,17. Diver Daya, Hourly Effort, !ish Speared and Iavertebrates Taken by Freedivers and, SCUBA Divers
from Santa Cruz to Ana Nuevo State Ra••rve. SantaCruz County.
COUNTY: SAntaCruz AREA: Santa Cruz to Ano Nuevo State Reserve
FREEDIVtNG SCUBA DIVING
% of %of %Total County % of % of %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 3,016 98.6 7.9 3,058 1,177 80.+ 2.3 1,469
Hours: 5,300.0 99.9 94.3 7.9 5,620.5 1,051.0 100.0 79.0 1.5 1,330.3
Spearfishing 712.0 13.4 94.2 8.3' '756.0 344.0 32.7 62.3 2.2 552.2
Abalone Diving 3,992.0 75.3 93.5 12.4 4,268.5 0.0
-- - -
0.0
Photography 64.0 1.2 100.·0 22.0 64.0 38.0 3.6 100.0 1.0 38.0
Observing 382.0 7.2 100.0 4.0 382.0 84.0 8.0 54.5 0.4 154.0
Training 150,0 2.8 100.0 1.0 150.0 153.0 14.6 100.0 0.6 153.0
Work 0.0
- - --
0.0 27.0 2.6 96.1 2.4 28.1
Research 0.0
-- -- --
0.0 405.0 38.5 100.0 53.6 405.0
TOTAL FISH 251 71.7 3.8 350 79 16.4 0.5 481
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 5,516 88.9 6.8 6,083 0
-- -- 0
Abalone, red 5,374 .89.6 7.1 5,995 0
-- --
0
Crabs, red and rock 22 33.3 10.1 66 0
-- --
0
Mussels 120 100.0 100.0 120 0
-- --
0
APPENDIX 11,18. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Pigeon Point, San Mateo County.
COUNTY: San Mateo AREA: Pigeon Point
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County % of % of %Total County
Total Area County Survey' Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 1,027 40.3 2.7 2,548 179 16.6 0.3 1,078
Hours: 1,070.8 100.1 33.6 1.6 3,183.8 202.8 100.0 15.4 0.3 1,318.3
Spearfishing 98.0 9.2 16.1 1.1 610.5 100.0 49.3 22.7 0.6 441.5
Abalone Diving 469.0 43.8 25.2 1.5 1,863.0 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
Photography 0.0
-- - --
0.0 0.0 -- -- - 9.0
Observing 4l~'8 3.9 24.2 0.4 153.8 102.8 50.7 27.9 0.5 368.3
Training 444.0 41.5 82.5 0.3 538.5 0.0 -- -- --~ 499.5
Invertebrate Collecting 18.0 1.7 100.0 5.3 18.0 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
TOTAL FISH 0 - -- 167 0 -- -- 666
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 1,211 39.5 1.5 3,069 23 100.0 0.2 23
Abalone, red 736 28.4 1.0 2,594 0 -- -- 0
Clams, littleneck 0
- -
0 23 100.0 100.0 23
Sea urchins 475 100.0 29,4 475 0 --
--
0
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APPENDIX 11,19•. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebratesl Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from North of Pigeon Point to Pacifica, San Mateo County.
COUNTY: San Mateo AREA: North of Pigeon Point to Pacifica
nEEDIVING SCUBA, DIVING
% of % of % Total County % of % oJ- %Total County
Total Area County Suney Total Total Area County Su;rvev Total
Diver Days 1,521 59.7 4.0 2,548 899 83.4 1.7 1,078
Hours: 2,113.0 100.l 66.4 3.2 3,183.8 1,,115.5 100.0 84.6 1.6 1,318.3
Spearfishing 512.5 24.3 83.9 6.0 610.5 341.5 30.6 77.3 2.1 441.5
Abalone Diving 1,394.0 66,,0 74,,8 4.3 1,863.0 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
Photography 0.0
-- -- --
0.0 9.0 0.8 100,,0 0.2 9.0
Observing 112,,0 5.3' 72.8 1,,2 153.8 265.• 5 23.8 72.1 1.4 368.3
Training 94,,5 4.5 17.5 0.6 538.5 499.5 44.8 100.0 1.9 499.5
Invertebrate Collecti~g 0,,0 -- -- -- 18.0 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
TOTAL FISH 167
--
100.0 2.6 167 666
--
100.0 4.3 666
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 1,858 30.5 2,,3 3,069 0
-- -
0
Abalone, red 1,858 71.6 2.5 2,594 0 --
--
0
APPENDIX 11,20. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Tomales Bay to Dillon Beach, Marin County.
COUNTY: Marin AREA: Tomales Bay to Dillon Beach
FREEDIVING CUBA DIVING
% of % of %Total County % of %of %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 286 100.0 0.8 286 0 --
--
0
Hours; 402~O 100.0 100.0 0.6 402.0 -
Spearfishing 112,,0 27,,9 100.0 1.3 112.0
Abalone Diving 290.0 72.1 100.0 0.9 290.0
TOTAL FISH 0 -- -- 0 0 --
--
0
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 996 100.0 1.2 996 0
--
--
0
Abalone, red 996 100.0 1.3 996 0 -- -- 0
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APPENDIX 11,21. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA piveJ;s
from Bodega Bay to Russian Gulch, Sonoaa County.
COUNTY: Sonoma AREA: Bodega Bay to Russian Gulch
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
%of % of % Total Coa\ty % of % of %Total county
Total Area County SUIVU total. Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 602 4.4 1.6 13,591 129 2.2 0.2 5,963
Hours: 963.2 100.0 3.9 1.4 24,890.5 174.1 100.0 2.6 0.3 6,760.1
Spearfishing 96.5 10.0 4.1 1.1 2,374.7 79.6 45.7 2.5 0.5 3,169.8
Abalone Diving 835.7 86.8 5.1 2.6 16,333.0 0.0
--
-- -- 0.0
Photography 0.0 -- -- -- 26.5 0.0 -- -- -- 414.4
Observipg 31.0 3.2 1.9 0.3 1,595.6 94.5 54.3 6.1 0.5 1,551.6
Training 0.0 ....... -~ -- 4,526.2 0.0 -- -- -- 1,624.3
Other 0.0
-- -- -
34.5 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
TOTAL FISH 62 2.3 1.0 2,760 154 4.4 1.0 3,471
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 2,321 4.9 2.9 47,515 0 -- ....- 0
Abalone, red 2,321 5.0 3.1 46,629 0 -- -- 0
. "
__ _,r·:_4 ...
APPENDIX 11,22. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Sp~ared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Fort Ross State aistor!cal MOnument to Ocean Cove, Sonoma County.
AREA: Fort Ross State Historical
COUNTY: Sonoma Monument to Ocean Cove
FREEDIVlNG SCUBA DIVING
% of % of" %Total County % of % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 4,406 32.4 11.6 13,591 2,614 43.8 5.1 5,963
Hours: 8,470.0 100.0 34.0 12.7 24,890.5 3,259.0 100.0 48.2 4.7 6,760.1
Spearfishing 1,126.3 13.3 47.4 13.1 2,374.7 1,567.4 48.1 49.4 10.0 3,169.8
Abalone Diving 5,486.5 64.8 33.6 17.0 16,333.0 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
Photography 26.5 0.3 100.0 9.1 26.5 119.3 3.7 28.8 3.1 414.4
Observing 622.4 7.3 39.1 6.5 1,595.6 929.1 28.5 59.9 4.9 1,551.6
Training 1,191.8 14.1 26.3 7.8 4,526.2 643.2 19.7 39.6 2.5 1,624.3
Other 16.5 0.2 47.8 47.8 34.5 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
TOTAL FISH 1,174 -- 42.5 18.0 2,760 1,399 40.3 8.9 3,471
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 14,252 30.0 17.7 47,515 0 -- -- 15
Abalone, red 14,252 30.6 18.8 46,629 0 -- -- 0
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APPENDIX 11,23. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivle~s and SCUBA Divers
from Salt Point State Park, Sonoma County.
COUNTY: Sonoma AREA: Salt Point State Park
FREEDIVl NG SCUBA DIVING
% of % of %T()ta~ County % of % lof % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 5,381 39.6 14.1 13,591' 2,,566 43.0 5.0 5,963
Hours: 9,837 • ...J 100.1 39.5 14.7 24,890.5 2,,672.6 100.1 39.5 3.9 6,760.1
Spearfishing 862.6 8.8 36.3 10.0 2,374.7 1,,087.7 40.7 34.3 6.8 3,169.8
Abalone Diving 4,896.0 49.8 30.0 15.2 16,333.0 0.0
- --
-
0.0
Photography O~Q -- -- -- 26.5 287. a . 10.8 69.4 7.5 414.4
Observing 782.3 8.0 49.0 8.2 1,595.6 480.5 18.0 31.0 2.5 1,551.6
Training 3,278.4 33.3 72.4 21.5 4,526.5 816.6 30.6 50.3 3.1 1,624.3
Other 18.0 0.2 52.2 52.2 34.5 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
TOTAL FISH 900 32.6 13.8 2,760 1,053 30.3 6.7 3,471
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 14,638 30.8 18.2 47,515 15 ,-- -- 0
Abalone, red 13,752 29.5 18.1 46,629 0 -- -- 0
Rock scallops 0 -- - 0 15 100.0 7.3 15
Sea urchins 886 100.0 54.8 886 0 -- -- 0
APPENDIX 11,24. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedi,rers and SCUBA Divers
from North of Salt Point to Gualala River, Sonoka County.
COUNTY: Sonoma
AREA: North of Salt Point to
Gualala River
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of % of %Total County % of % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area O~unty Survey Total
Diver Days 3,202 23.6 8.4 13,591 654 11 1.3 5,963
Hours: 5,620.0 100.0 22~6 8.4 24,890.5 654.4 100.0 9.7 0.9 6,760.1
Spearfishing 289.3 5.1 12.2 3.4 2,374.7 435.1 66.5 13.6 2.7 3,169.8
Abalone Diving 5,114.8 91.0 31.3 15.9 16,333.0 0.0
-- -- --
0.0
Photography 0.0
-- -- --
26.5 7.3 1.1 1.8 0.2 414.4
Observing 159.9 2.8 10.0 1.7 1,595.6 47.5 7.3 3.0 0.2 1,551.6
Training 56.0 1.1 1.3 0.4 4,526.2 164.5 25.1 10.1 0.6 1,624.3
Other 0.0
-- -- --
34.5 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
TOTAL FISH 624 22.6 9.5 2,760 865 25.0 5.5 3,471
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 16,304 34.3 20.2 '47,515 0 -- _... 0
Abalone, red 16,304 35.0 21.5 46,629 0
-- --
0
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APPENDIX 11,25. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared 8Bd Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Gualala to Point Arena, Mendocino County.
COUNTY: Mendocino AREA: Gualala to Point Arena
PREEDIVIIG SCUBA DIVING I
%of % of X Total County % of % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 1,211 19.0 2.9 6,382 346 22.2 0.7 1,556
Hours: 2,101.4 100.0 21.3 3.1 9,860.6 401.8 100.0 25.0 0.6 1,605.6
Spearfishing 174.9 8.3 31.1 2.0 562.8 121.8 30.3 34.7 0.8 351.0
Abalone Diving 1,926.5 91. 7 24.8 6.0 7,778.3 0,0 -- -- -- 0.0
Photography 0.0
- -- -
0.0 0.0 -- -- - 5.0
Observing 0.0
-- - --
1,201.8 160.0 39.8 23.4 0.8 683.2
Training 0.0
- - --
317.7 120.0 29.9 21.2 0.5 566.4
TOTAL FISH 308 45.9 4.7 671 98 41. 7 0.6 235
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 5,420 30.4 6.7 17,800 0 -- -- 0
Abalone, pinto 2 100.0 100.0 2 0 - -- 0
red 5,406 30.8 7.1 17,528 0 -- -- 0
Sea urchins 12 8.8 0,7 136 0
-- --
0
APPENDIX 11,26. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Albion Skiff, Mendocino County.
COUNTY: Mendocino AREA: Albion Skiff
FREEDIVl NG SCUBA DIVING
% of %of % Total County % of % of %Total County
Total Area Countv Survev Total Total Area County SurveY Total
Diver Days 389 6,1 1.0 6,382 46 3.0 Trace 1,556
Hours: 705.5 100.0 7.2 1.1 9,860.6 46.0 100.0 2.9 Trace 1,605.6
Spearfishing 104.0 14. 18.5 1,2 562.8 38.0 82.6 10.8 0.2 351.0
Abalone Diving 549.5 77. 7.1 1.7 7,778.3 0.0
-- -- --
0.0
Photography 0.0 --
-- --
0.0 0.0
-- -- --
5.0
Observing 52.0 7. 4.3 0.5 1,201,8 8.0 17.4 1.2 Trace 683.2
Training 0.0
-- - -
317.7 0.0 -- -- -- 566.4
TOTAL FISH 66 9.8 1.0 671 a -- -- UTOTAL INVERTEBRATES 1,455 8.2 1.8 17,800 a -- -- --Abalone, red 1,455 8.3 1.9 17,528 0 -- --
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APPENDIX 11,27. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freediversand SCUBA Divers
from Van Damme State Park, Mendocino County.
COUNTY: Mendocino AREA: Van DaJIlUle State Park
FREEDIVI NG SCUBA DIVING
% of %of %Total County %0£ %of .% ··Tota1 CQunty
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 2,552 40.0 6.7 6,382 636 40.9 1.2 1,556
Hours: 4,380-.2 100.0 44.4 6.6 9,860.6 691.8 100.1 43.1 1.0 1,605.6
I
Spearfishing 166.3 3.8 29.5 1.9 562.8 40.5 5.9 11.5 0.3 351.0
Abalone Diving 3,007.6 68.7 38.7 9.3 7,778.3 i 0.0
-- -- --
0.0
Photography 0.0
-- -- -- 0.0 5.0 0.7 100.0 0.1 5.0
Observing 996.2 22.7 82.9 10.4 1,201.8 427.9 61.9 62.6 2.2 683.2
Training 210.1 4.8 66.1 1.4 317.7 218.4 31.6 38.6 0.8 566.4
TOTAL FISH 122 18,2 1.9 671 15 6.4 0.1 235
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 5,221 29.3 6.5 17,800 0
-- --
0
Abalone, red 5,183 29.6 6.8 17,528 0
-- --
0
Sea urchins 38 27.9 2.4 136 0
-- --
0
APPENDIX 11,28. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Heeser Drive, Mendocino County.
COUNTY: Mendocino AREA: Heeser Drive
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County % of %of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 624 9.8 1.6 6,382 42 2.7 Trace 1,556
Hours: 912.8 100.0 9.3 1.4 9,860.6 42.0 100.0 2.6 Trace 1,605.6
Spearfishing 29.5 3.2 5.2 0.3 562.8 11.0 26.2 3.1 Trace 351.0
Abalone Diving 883.3 96.8 11.4 2.7 7,778.3 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
Photography 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 5.0
Observing 0.0 -- -- -- 1,201.8 31.0 73.8 4.5 0.2 683.2
Training 0.0 -- -- -- 317.7 0.0 -- -- -- 566.4
TOTAL FISH 6 0.9 0.1 671 a -- -- 235
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 2,007 11.3 2.5 17,800 0
-- --
0
Abalone, red 1,927 11.0 2.5 17,528 0 -- -- 0
Rock scallops 80 67.8 57.1 118 0 -- 0
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APPENDIX 11,29. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Russian Gulch State Park, Mendocino County.
COUNTY: Mendocino AREA: Russian Gulch State :Park
FREEDlVlNG SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County % of %of % Total County
Total Area Countv Survey Totd Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 222 3.5 0.6 6,382 268 17.2 0.5 1,556
Hours: 271.6 100.0 2.8 0.4 9,860.6 304.0 100.0 18.9 0.4 1,605.6
SpearUshing 12.6 4.6 2.2 0.1 562.8 19.7 6.5 5.6 0.1 351.0
Abalone Diving 145.8 53.7 1.9 0.5 7,778.3 0.0
-- --
-- 0.0
Photography 0.0
-- - --
0.0 0.0
-- -- --
5.0
Observing 14.6 5.4 1.2 0.2 1,201.8 56.3 18.5 8.2 0.3 683.2
Training 98.6 36.3 31.0 0.6 317.7 228.0 75.0 40.3 0.9 566.4
TOTAL FISH 0 ..-
--
671 44 18.7 0.3 235
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 494 2.8 0.6 17,800 0
--
-- a
Abalone, red 456 2.6 0.6 17 ,528 0 -- -- a
Sea urchins 38 27.9 2.4 136 0
-- -
a
APPENDIX 11,30. Diver Days, Hourly Effort,' Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Caspar to Fort Bragg, Mendocino County.
COUNTY: Mendocino AREA: Caspar to Fort Bragg*
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
%of %of %Total County % of % of %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 765 12.0 2.0 6,382 202 13.0 0.4 1,556
Hours: 669.5 100. 6.8 1.0 9,860.6 96.0 100.0 6.0 1.0 1,605.6
Spearfishing 75.5 11. 13.4 0.9 562.8 96.0 100.0 ' 27.4 0.6 351.0
Abalone Diving 455.0 68.e 5.8 1.4 7,778.3 0.0 -- -- -- 0.0
Photography 0.0 - -- -- 0.0 0.0 -- - -- 5.0
Observing 139.0 20. S 11.6 1.5 1,201.8 0.0 --
-- -
683.2
Training 0.0 --
- --
317.7 0.0
-- - - 566.4
TOTAL FISH 100 14.9 1.5 671 78 33.2 0.5 235
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 1,767 9.9 2.2 17,800 a
-- --
a
Abalone, red 1,729 9.9 2.3 17,528 a
-- --
a
Rock scallops 38 32.2 27.1 118 0
-
-- a
* Omitting Van Damme State Beach and Rus8ian Gulch State Beach.
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APPENDIX 11,31. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrates Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from MacKerricher Beach State Park to Rockport, Mendocino County.
COUNTY: Mendocino AREA: MacKerricher Beach State Park to Rockport
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County % of %0£ %Total County
Total Area County Survey Total T'otal Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 619 9.7 1.6 6,382 16 1.0 Trace 1,556
Hours: 819.6 100.0 8.3 1.2 9,860.6 24 100.0 1.5 Trace 1,605.6
Spearfishing 0.0 -- -- -- 562.8 24.0 100.0 6.8 0.2 351.0
Abalone Diving 810.6 98.q 10.4 2.5 7,778.3 0.0 -- _.- -- 0.0
Photography 0.0
-- -- --
0.0 0.0 -- -- -- 5.0
Observing 0.0
-- -
-- 1,201.8 0.0 -- -- -- 683.2
Training 9.0 1.1 2.8 1.0 317.7 0.0 -- -- -- 566.4
TOTAL FISH 69 10.3 1.1 671 0
- --
235
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 1,436 8.1 1.8 17,800 0
-- --
0
Abalone, red 1,372 7.8 1.8 17,528 0
-- --
0
Chitons 16 100.0 100.0 16 0 - -- 0
Sea urchins 48 35.3 3.0 136 0 -- -- 0
APPENDIX 11,32. Diver Days, Hourly Effort, Fish Speared and Invertebrate~s Taken by Freedivers and SCUBA Divers
from Shelter Cove to Eureka, Humboldt County.
COUNTY: Humboldt AREA: Shelter Cove to Eureka
FREEDIVING SCUBA DIVING
% of % of % Total County % of % of % Total County
Total Area County Survey Total Total Area County Survey Total
Diver Days 131 100.0 0.3 131 0 -- -- 0
Hours: 132.5 100.0 100.0 0.2 132.5 0 -- -- 0
Abalone Diving 75.0 56.6 100.0 0.2 75.0
Observing 57.5 43.4 100.0 0.6 57.5
.
TOTAL FISH 0 -- -- 0.0 0 -- -- 0
TOTAL INVERTEBRATES 174 100.0 0.2 174 0
--
-- 0
Abalone, red 174 100.0 0.2 174 0 -- -- 0
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APPENDIX III. List of Common and Scientific Names of Invertebrates and Fish
Referred to in Tht~ Report.
MOLLUSKS
Chiton, (? gumboot)
Abalone, black
pinto
red
Moon snail
Mussel, bay
California
Clam, littleneck
Pismo
Jingle, abalone
Scallop, rock
Octopus, connnon
CRUSTACEANS
Crab, red
rock
ECHINODERMS
Starfish, bat
common
Sea urchins, purple
red
FISHES
Bass, giant sea
kelp
Bocaccio
Cabezon
Clingfishes
Flounder, starry
Ishnoahiton stelZe'Pi
Haliotis araahe'Podii
Haliotis kamtschatkana
Haliotis rufesaens
PoZiniaes Zewisii
MytiZus edulis
MytiZus caZifomianus
Prototheca sp.
TiveZa stuZtorum
Pododesmus cepio
Hinnites sp.
Octopus sp.
Cancer antennarius
Cancer productus
Patiria miniata
Pisaster sp.
strongyZocentrotus purpuratus
StpongyZocentrotuB franciscanu~
StereoZepis gigas
ParaZabrax cZathratus
Sebastes paucispinis
Scorpaenichthys marmoratus
Clinidae
Platichthys stellatus
FISHES (cont'd)
Greenling, 1<.elp
painted
rock
Halfmoon
Halibut, California
Lingcod
Midshipman, plainfin
Mola, common
Monkeyface-eel
Opaleye
Poacher, kelp
Rockfish, black
black-and-yellow
blue
brown
canary
China
copper
gopher
grass
kelp
olive
rosy
vermilion
yelloweye
yellowtail
Sculpin, buffalo
Shark, leopard
Stingray, round
Surfperch, black
pile
rainbow
rubberlip
sharpnose
silver
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Hexa~:1rammos decagrammus
Oxylebius pictus
Hexafrrarrmos superci liosus
MediclZuna caZiforniensis
ParaZichthys caZifornicus
Ophiodon eZongatus
Poric~hthys notatus
Mola moZa
Cebidichthys vioZaceus
GireZZa nigricans
AgonomaZus sp.
SebaBtes meZanops
SebaB~tes chrysomeZas
SebaBtes mystinus
Sebastes auricuZatus
Sebastes pinniger
Sebastes nebuZosus
Sebastes caurinus
Sebastes carnatus
Sebastes rastrelliger
Sebastes atrovirens
Sebastes serranoides
SebaBtes rosaceus
SebaB'tes miniatus
Sebastes ruberrimus
Sebastes fZavidus
Enoplzrys bison
Tnak.is semifascia-ta
UroZophus haZleri
Embiotoca jacksoni
DamaZichthys vacca
Hypsu.P1A,S caryi
RhacochiZus toxotes
Phanerodon atripes
Hyperprosopon eZZipticum
FISHES (cont'd)
Surfperch, striped
walleye
white
Turbot, diamond
hornyhead
Wolf-eel
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Embiotaca ZateraZis
Hype~ro8opon argenteum
Phanerodbn furcatus
Hypsopsetta guttuZata
PZeuronichthys verticaZis
Anarrhiahthys oceZZatus
